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Friends of the Earth comes to a crossroads
____ --Dby Betsy Marston

The ousting· of respected
environmental leader David
Brower from the group he

founded, Friends of the Earth, has
made public a sometimes bitter split
within the non- profit organization.

Brower, 72, was voted off the
. board of directors] uly 2 at the end of a

If -turbulent six-hour meeting in San
Francisco. The immediate cause was
Brower's blocked attempt to go over
the board's head and appeal for
money in FOE's newspaper to save
staff jobs.

Fifteen years ago, Brower was
forced to resign from the' Sierra Club,
the group he. led to national
prominence, in a similar dispute over
advertising policy and board control.

)

In thiS' case-, Brower said (d~ring a'
telephone interview, he is willing to.

fight.
"This could go to court," he said.

"There was no quorum and some
members weren't given the oppor·
runity to vote." Eight other directors
agree with him, Brower said.

FOE staffers, eight of whom were
laid off on ] uly 2 and 3, called the
board blowup "dumb, disgusting,
depressing." But Robert Chlopak,
who was appointed chief executive
officer on ) uly 1, said Brower was
voted out legally and properly and
"despite. our internal woes, I do
believe down the road we'H be
stronger. ' ,

In the meantime, FOE'·s dissension.
has made headlines in the New- York
Times and other major dailies, and has
reverberated through the environ-

mental community. The issues raised
touch all non-profit, public interest
groups dependent on contributions

,and foundation grants: financial
stabiliry, management and focus in a
marketplace crowded ,with conser-·
-vation groups and their appeals.

At FOE this year .those issues were
stark as the organization faced ~
$700,000 deficit -- its largest ever --
and concern about direction. This /
spring, FOE's board of directors
decided staff .and program cuts were.
necessary to pare $350,000 from the
$1.5 million budget. The board asked
managers and" staff to submit
proposals for stanching the financial'
drain.

Most staffers called for a more
coordinated structure and a continued
emphasis on the then 14 field
representatives and some 30 in-house

staff. Brower, still a charismatic
leader, agreed. And he thought the
solution was clear: to personally
publicize the crisis and ask FOE's
27,000 members for money to avoid
staff cuts.

To Robert Chlopak, a former
lobbyist who headed FOE's first
Political Action Committee (pAC), die
direction was also clear. In a ten-page
memo he and Washington, D.C.
staffer Liz Raisbeck sent to the board
on May 27, he proposed merging FOE
w-ith Environmental Action, a non-
profit group based ~in Washington,
D.C. EA, which has some 15,000
members, is known for its work on
utilities and its annual naming of the
"Dirty Dozen" anri-environmenral,
rsts .

[Continued on page 6]

Grazing
in the
West

Six pages on the
Taylor Grazing Act. ..
cattle and elk in
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Perhaps rhe most useful sugges-
tion came from TomBell, the man who
founded' HCN back in 1970 to spread
his concerns abodt the future of the
northern Rockies, and who also esrab-
, lished an institution -- one of the old-
est surviving regional papers any-
where.

Bell told us that in retrospect he
had only one publishing secret: to con-r-
tinually take his readers into his con-
fidence, to make it clear that HCN was
their paper rather than Tom Bell's
paper. At the time he was doing-this,
from 1970 to 1974, HCN was Bell's
paper; he owned it. Today, HCN has
no individual owner -- it belongs to the
High Country Foundation, And it is
guided by an unpaid board who every
few months have the privilege of driv-
ing several hundred miles through the
mountains to some allegedly central
location (there is no centrallocatioA in
the Rockies) to provide the staff with
oversight and guidance.

To avoid the 1985 summer crisis,
the board first looked for fat in the
$10,000 per month budget. They
didn't find much fat. But they did find
some muscle and bone that could be
pared in an emergency. So attention
turned to the $9,500 per month income
side of the ledger. They decided that
the best way to improve HCN s sirua-
rion is to increase subscriber renew-
als, At present, 55 percent renew and
45 'percent decline to renew. That's
about tight fot a regional papet, and
it's the number HCN has been at for
as long as we have records. But it
could be better, and' the board had
suggestions for improving it. They
ranged from more coverage of the nor-
thern Rockies to a different renewal
mailing card.

Attention also focused on attract-
ing new readers, HCN sends 2,000
copies of each issue to people on lists'
we borrow or beg from other groups, ,
We've been averaging. a l.5 percent
return, which is about normal. The
board suggested that if we kept better
track of which lists did well and which
did well and which poorly, and what
could improve that percentage,

Improving renewals and sample
returns is imporrant;otherWise HeN,
disappears sometime in the 1)190s,
Thanks to the merger with W~s/ern
ColoradoRepor/last year, citculation
at 3,900 is about as large as it has ever
been. But the percentages are such
that we are declining slowly but sure-
ly. As ",!,e'vesaid before, we are not in·
to geometrical growth. But we are into
survival, and those numbers must be
changed, _

On returning from the Jackson'
boar~ meeting.; we got a second reo
minder of HeN s uniqueness .. calls
from several field representatives of
environmental groups directing our
attention to the Friends of the Eanh

The High COllntry Foundationboard in
Jackson Hole: Lynn DicRey,front, "nd,
from left, to right, To", Bell,_(~pouse) ,

crisis. HCN was called because' it is
one of the few independent newspa-
pers covering the environment and the

_ environmental movement. Almost all
other publications belong to one or
another environmental organization.

The calls came not just from FOE'
-employees, Almost every national or-
g'anization with field offices is exper-
iencing the strain of pinched budgets
and some tension between the Wash·
ingron or New York office and the
field. The stories in this issue focus on
FOE, but the field reps who called us
said it is a much broader problem, ,
Although they have not made the New
York Times or the Boston Globe, as
the FOE story has, the issues are
relevant to most nitional groups. In
fact, the issue isn't confined to envi-
ronmental groups, Both the Caner
and Reagan campaigns were fueled by
the tension between, Washington and
the rest of the nation.

Finally, to return to the J a~kson
Hole' meeting, we got to see the
passion and knowledge which helped
Tom Bell found HCN The. insight
came on a drive we took with him from
Jackson to Lander, Wyoming, where
he lives. From Moran Junction over
Togwotee Pass, Tom mixed in stories
of hunting trips with descriptions of
{ocallandmarks, such as the Wyoming
mountain which .divides the water in
three, sending parr to the Columbia,
parr to the Missouri, and parr to the-
Colorado, He especially remembered

Nancy ,Wigington, Rober/ Wigington,
Au", MeLo.e and Geoff 0 'Gara.

the hunting trips he took soon afrer re-
turning from World War II. The game
was incredibly bountiful then,he said,
because few people had had the gaso-
line to come to the hills to hum during
tile: 1940s,

Once we were off Togwotee Pass,
talk turned to geology, The east side of
the pass is heavily glaciated, and Tom
could poim out where the glacier had
bumped tight up against the low hills,
where it had dumped large boulders,
where it had left a hillside of mixed
gravel. He showed how to distinguish
between gravel deposited by a flowing
stream and gravel left by a glacier,
and how to tell rocks left by an eroding
hillside from those left by a glacier.

The lore is in the Bell family, His
dad drove a tpurisf truck-bus, over
Tcgworee inro Yellowstone from
Dubois for many years, A favorite joke
of his father, Tom said, came when
tourists asked how the boulders litter-
ing the landscape had gotten there,
"The glaciers brought them," his dad
would reply. "And where are the
glaciers now?" the unwary tourist
would ask. "They've gone back for
another load," was the reply,

And, Tom said, from a broader
perspective than man is used to, that
reply is true. The glaciers are up there
even now, waiting for a slight dip in
the sun's energy or for a giant injec-
tion into the atmosphere of volcanic
ash to send them grinding downhill
once agalO. /h • ,n-.. e s"ajj

BARBED WIRE
Good old American know-how,
Three giant 90-foot by 50·foot

American flags purchased - by Great
i Falls, Montana from a New J ersey
firm came' with fatal defects, Two
couldn't' be flows because their
supporting loops were too weak to
allow them to be pulled up the pole,
And the third, which was flown, had
its stars upside down,

Yet another benefit of growth,
·Beaause Wyoming has grown faster
than its northwest neighbors, Pacific
Power and Light wants to raise rates in
the state by 15 petcent, PP&L said
that thanks to its growth, Wyoming-
ites must shoulder a gre'ater share of
the utility's investment in power
plants and transmission lines. And, in
a Catch-22 situation, thanks to non-
growth, PP&L wants Wyoming
residents to help pay for Colstrip 3,
the Montana powet plant that 'will
come on line without customers for its
output.

Only the timing has changed, All
through the 1970s, electric utilities
preached that unless the next power
plant was immediately permitted, the
nation would suffer blackouts, Now
with growth down and lots of
,unneeded power plants setting idle,
an industry publication headlines:
"Electric Power Surplus To End In
Less ThanA Decade," The story
carries the usual warning: new plants
will be needed after 1993 to prevent
brownouts_and blackouts,

, Wall did he say again' Energy
Secretary Donald Hodel told a
convention of the Colotado Cntle-
men's Association recently that "we
are the Saudi Arabia of the world in
coal" and should get on with mining
the tesource, Hodel lambasted srudies
linking coal-fired power plams and
acid rain as unscientific and said we
were "locking up" coal and other
resources by designating lands as
wilderness. Hodel is a former Interior
Department undersecretary who
served under James Watt,

/,
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Old Faithful: slower, but still steady
Last October's earthquake in Idaho

has rearranged the delicate under-
ground plumbing of many geysers in
Yellowstone National Park's Upper
Geyser Basin, no miles away.

The most obvious impact has
occurred at the world's best known
geyser; Old Faithful. Park geologist
Rick Hutchinson said that the average
interval between eruptions of Old
Faithful in June was eight minutes
longer than last summer's average of
69 minutes. -

"It, is the biggest documented
jump in average interval since records
have been kept;" Hutchinson said.
The geyser also showed interval
increases after nearby earthquakes in
1959 and 1975. .

A number of thermal features on
Geyser Hill, JUStacross the Firehole
River from Old Faithful, have also
been affected this year, Hutchinson
said. .

Lion and Giantess geysers are now
dormant and Dome, Vault, Plume,
Pendant and Depression geysers are
all more; active this summer ,. he said.
Several new hot spring vents have also
appeared on Ceyser Hill.

Yellowstone's official g e y ser-
watcher "said he assumes the
7-magnitude Mt. Borah, Idaho,

, trembler produced the changes, The
quake was felt throughout western
Yellows tone. .

"The Visitors' -Cenrer 'at Old
Faithful was closed from Halloween
until mid-December," Hutchinson
said, "When the naturalists reopened
the center- for die Christmas season

Old Faithful

minutes apart. The shortest interval
recorded since the geyser's discovery
in 1870has been 33 minutes, and the
longest known interval has been 120
minutes.

However, Old Faithful has become
the most predictable large geyser in
the world because the duration of an
eruption has a direct bearing on the
p~use before the next blow, By timing
each eruption's duration, rangers at
die visitors' center have been able to
predict the next event : with an
accuracy of plus or minus five
mmutes.

The geyser has been (rue to form
this summer. Its average interval is
longer, but the average' duration of
each eruption has also increased.

In other geyser news, Hutchinson
said Steamboat Geyser, the world's
largest, has erupted four: times-.this
year with the latest coming on June
12. Steamboat, in the ,Norris Geyser
Basin, has been known -to se-nd water _
nearly 400 feet high during its
infrequent eruptions. This geyser was
inactive from 1911 until 1961. Then,
apparently because of the 1959
t:Iebgen Lake quake, it agairy roared to
Me. -

Hutchinson said- the dramatic
Union Geyser in the Shoshone Lake
basin remains dormant this year. It
has not performed in several years.
Yellowstone is far and away the
greatest geyser area in the world with
about 10,000 thermal features of all
kinds, including more. than 300
geysers. :I)

~hey noticed. right away that the
'interval on Old Faithful had
increased .' ,

Contrary to the popular miscon-
ception, Old Faithful's eruptions have, .... ~, ..
never consis rendy occurred exactly 60 .. Phzlip White

Ohio's John Seiberling invades Idaho
Ohio Congressman John

Seiberling's (D) wilderness invasion of
Idaho this month was met by a plea
from Idaho Senator J ames McClure
(R) rhar the final decision on the
Wilderness issue be made by the
people of Idaho. "It's our land and our
people that are affected by it."

Idaho residents, he continued,
"resent a little bit having somebody
come in from Akron, Ohio, and tell us
how we ought to live." McClure, a
powerful member of the Republican-
controlled Senate, also said, "We
shouldn't be playing a numbers game
with acres. We 'should be talking
about what's on those acres." He
urged a tract-by-tract examination of
land proposed for wilderness to ensure
that valuable, resources aren't being
locked away.

The McClure reaction didn't damp
the enthusiasm Seiberling met in
some places during his July 6 to 10
SWing through the state. Tim
Crawford, a city councilman from
Ketchum and a wilderness supporter,
said, "One of the most memorable
things 011 the tour happened when
Seiberling got off the helicopter at
Pioneer Cabin, four miles from a
trailhead. Seventy people walked out
of the woods to greet him. " Crawford
said Seiberling "pledged that no bill
would pass Congress that was
unacceptable to 1c-l"L <o ns e r-

...,ell _ '. 0' ,- ~ 11 ........... u~ ...ne public
lands subcommittee of the House
Interior Committee, has played the
dominant role on wilderness legis-
lation in this session (HCN, 7/9184).
Crawford, who helped organize an
official City of Ketchum reception for
Seiberling, said, "I'm cautiously

...-------------------:--------'--...,'"
o•

HOTLh\JE
A grizzly rescue

Three g~izzly bears have been
rescued from an island in Yellowstone
Lake after several months of
inadequate food. A sow and two cubs,
apparently stranded on Franks Island
since the ice melted last spring, have
been trapped and moved to the Flat
Mountain area of Yellowstone
National Park, They were all seriously
underweight; the 150-pound sow, the
rescuing biologists said, should have
weighed at least 250 pounds, and rhe
cubs at 20 pounds apiece were half the
normal weight. A third cub, weighing
only ten pounds, died during
transport. Biologists said Franks
Island, one square mile in area, was
not large enough to support a grizzly,
which has a natural range of up to 40
square miles. _

EPA and railroad
agree on cleanup

A- settlement has been reached on
cleaning up hazardous waste ponds ai:
the closed Laramie, Wyoming tie
rrearrnenr- plane. (HCN,. 6/11184),
Union Pacific -dropped its lawsuit
against the Environmental' Protection
Agency July 12 after the railroad
company, EPA and state of Wyoming
negotiaters reached agreement. The
new plan, like the agency's original,
calls for disposing of rhe pond Wastes
offsite at a hazardous waste facility,
Some soils beneath the pond will be
removed, but less than called for in
the original EPA plan. UP's plan
called for waste removal only to the
bottom of the pond, and on-site
storage. Laramie River Cleanup.
Council chairperson Tom Hill called
the- negotiated plan ., a positive step
tow-ards cleaning up the entire site."
""The waste ponds cover four acres of a
lOO-acre contaminated area. No
cleanup plan has yet been accepred for
the remainder of the area .

Anne Burford redux .

./ john Seiberling at his 'Pioneer Cabi" stop
in the Pioneen ...Mounlains of Idaho

optimistic. What really impressed me
is that Seiberling is a man of serious
principles, ' ,

Crawford , a member of the Idaho
Conservauon League, said he had a
theory about the Idaho delegation's
bill. "The delegation cloaked it as a
bill to protect forest products. But
chats r'beca use out-of-work mill-
workers are more popular than the
nation's largest oil companies." In
Crawford's opinion, the. bill's real
objective is to protect drilling and

development access to possible oil,
gas and metals deposits. "That's why
the delegation's acreage is lower than
the forest industry suggesred."

Crawford also said that while no
poll has been done, indications are
that Idaho is split on the wilderness
issue, "But there is no one in state to
represent the pro-wilderness
position. " Seiberling's sub-committee
will mark up the Idaho wilderness bill
on August 6.

.. the staff

Anne Burford
President Reagan's appointment

this month of Anne Burford to head a
national committee on the environ-
ment left severalconservation leaders
publicly aghast. Burford, the former
administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, quit her post last
year amid charges that EPA's
Superfund had been polirically
manipulated. Cited for contempt of
Congress for refusing to release
documents about Superfund's
hazardous waste cleanup, she was
investigated _by the Justice Depart-
ment, which concluded there was
insufficient evidence to prosecute.
Burford's new job as chairman of the
National Advisory Committee on
Oceans and Atmosphere pays $100 for
each meeting plus expenses.
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SId area crashes
The Kootenai National Forest in

me extreme Northwest corner of
Monrana has rejected a ski area
proposed for the, Cabinet Mountains
by Great Northern Ski Corporation.
Forest Supervisor] ames Rathbun said
theGreat Northern Mountain would
not be a good ski mountain. In
addition, he questioned irs high costs
and the unlikelihood that it could
attract distant skiers. The developer in
Libby, Montana has nor yet said i(he
will appeal. All the ski lifts and ski
runs would have been on Kooentai
National Forest land.

Shale oil won't flow
Oil 'shale is clogged, b.ct h

bureaucratically and physical lv .
Bureaucratically, the federal Synthetic
Fuels Corporation still lacks a quorum
and can nor do business. Judging by a
recent test in Congress, opponents
lack the muscle to disembowel the
agency, But SFC backers lack the
muscle to get it moving again.

Physically, Union Oil Company
remains unable to ger its $650 million
mine-retort -cornplex to produce oil
shale. The latest in a 9·monrh series of
startup attempts. in Parachute,
Colorado tailed early rhis month.
Union has kept irs full 500·person
workforce on salary during this period.
But rumor has it that layoffs are
coming if the shale oil doesn't begin to
flow soon.

Repair and prevention
Glen Canyon spillways weren't the

only ones damaged in the high runoff
last year. The Bureau of Reclamation
just awarded a $500,000 contract to
repair the spillway ar Blue Mesa Dam
near Montrose, Colorado. Ceme!lt-
arion Company of America, from
Tucson, Arizona, will repair damaged
portions of the concrete lining and
install an air slot to prevent future
damage, The ,.work will take five
months.

For tbe birds

In Montana, the state Department
ofFish, Wildlife and Parks will ask the
Montana Fish and Game Commission
to re-issue pesticide contamination
warntngs for bird hunters., The
warnings have been issued for -the
past three years, ever since high levels'
of the pesticide endri'n w~re
discovered in some wildtife. The
highly-toxic endrin was us~rl in 19R1"co
.spray thousands of acres of wb,eat to
comain an attack by arm,t~L{tYorm.s,
and it is sch:=dul.ed to be phased out
from use in Montana. Another t0x..ic
pesricide, heptachlor, mighr affect
game birds as well, rhough' Agri-
culture Department officials predict it

- too will soon be phased our from use in
me state.

,~
Montana squares, off over wil~erness

It appears that the United Stares
. Congress has a bitterness and anger
quota for wilderness-legislation. Now
that the struggles over release
language and the Utab bill are serried,
Montana wilderness has brawled its
way into the fight ring.,

The most publicized reaction to the
~ill submitted June 29 was the
occupying of Senaror John Melcher's
(D) office in Missoula July 11 by rwenry
Earth First! protesters. But the anger
goes beyond Earth First!. Susan
Bryan, an administrative assistant
with the Montana 'X/ilderness Associa-
tion, said the words "lie and deceit"
- have been used in connection with the
bill. C

The reaction is surprising because
the Montana delegation 15 as
Democratic and liberal as can be found
In the Rockies these days. Its
members are Democratic Senators
Max Baucus and Melcher, Democratic
Congressman Pat Williams repre-
senting the mountainous western part
of the stare and Republican Congress-
man Ron Marlenee representing the
eastern plains.

The bill, which comes very late in
rhe 1984 session, would add 747,000
acres to Montana's existing 4.1 million
wilderness acres. It would release for
multiple use 5 million other roadless
acres. Finally, it would pur 507,000
acres of land into special recreation,
scenic and wildlife management
categories.

Most of the wilderness is proposed
_ for western mountainous Montana.
, The 747,000 acres of new wilderness
include 13 new areas conrairung
4~7 ,000 acres and eight additions co
existing areas containing 301,000
acres. The Bob Marshall Wilderness
would gain 48,000 acres, on the east'
front and get lesser protection for
40,000 orher acres.

The totals are lower than the one
million acres recommended by
Governor Ted Schwinden (D) but
higher than. the Forest Service's
600,000 acres. The 747,000 acres is
much lower than' the 2.2 million acres
in 22 areas proposed as Alternative W
(Wilderness, Wildlife, and Way of
Life) by the Montana Wildlands
Coalition of some 45 outdoor" and
conservation groups, "

The delegation's acrcmpt at a'
compromise has attracted much of the
fire, The 507,000· acres put into
protected qltegories angers industry,
which. sees the land as being off limits
(0 the'm. But It also angers
conservationists. Ms. Bryan said: "By
setting up special management areas,
it ~hlttJes away at the whole
wilderness act."

The bill would also ser a second
anti-wilderness precedent. It would
rake 2,000 acres our of the Absaroka·
Beartooth Wilderness· to allow access
co a plarinum deposir. Senacor John
Melchef said the Goose Lake area was
pur into wilderness in 1978 by a'
mapmaker's error, and the delegation
wants to correct the error. Bill
Cunningham ,of rhe Montana Wilder·
ness Associarion said of the proposed
change: ''I'd call it a [[avesry. Jr's the
subjugarion of the broad public
intere,st." Goose Lake, he said, is "a
high, beautiful, fragile hasin" that
was deliberately put into wilderness.
Mines at,- aJIowed in wilderness, but'

~ undt:l ,,~j :_~ LontroL
Conflict also results from the lack

offurrher srudy and 'hold' categories.
The bill puts roadless land into
wilderness, into special protection, or
inio mulriple use. ~Ms. Bryan said,
"Tbe Forest Service's rop prioriry is
the-roading of roadless ~reas. So it is

Rocky Mountain Front, Montana

dear what will happen rothe 'j million
acres put into multiple use .- they will
go into deficit timber sales."

The bill releases some 300,000
acres of land that had been set aside
for further study in the late Senator
Lee Metcalf's Senate Bill 393 in 1978.,
Conservationists say most of that land
has yet to be studied by the U.S.
Forest Service, but almost all of it is
being pur into multiple use.

The lack of a 'hold' category and
rhe placing of the S. 393 land into
multiple use has created most of the
anger. Jim Richard, head of the
Montana Wildlife Federation and
chairman of the Montana Wildlands
Coalition, said 'that' fhen he visited
Washington, D.C. in Iare fun~ rhe
delegarion cold bim rhere would be a
'hold' care gory . "And I was assured
that the S. 393 lands would be left in
further study and nor put iii mulriple
use." Finally, he was led roo believe
that the wilderness bili would come in
at about one million acres. He
communicated that news to his
constituency, increasing the resulting
sense of betrayaL"

How did the usually liberal,
pro-wilderness Montana· delegation
come up with a bill which enraged the
liberal, Democratic-leaning environ-
mental community? Richard specu-
lates:

"The delegarion opera red on a
one-man' v..eto basis." That let
Republican Marlenee veto most of the
wilderness proposed for the Rocky
Mountain From, the area where the
mountains -meet the Great Plains,
"It's rich and diverse in vegetation
and home to grizzlies, Rocky
Mountain bighorn sheep and elk."

Why is rhe Montana delegation so
late proposing a bill? Richard said in
part because of a negotiating effort
called RARE Eighr, which broughr
timber, livestock, snowmobile and oil
and gas interests ·together with, four
environmental groups. Jr was a good
cry, according co ll.ichard, bur in the
end they could only agree on 100,000
wilderness acres, which left me
deci~ion ro rhe delegation. ~

Given me timerable, the delega.
tion could have pur off submirting a
bill. Richard's rheory is that "Par
Williams and maybe rhe rest of the
delegation had rhe impression rhar
Montana wanted to put wilderness
l:-ehind ir. So they went further than
anyone expectc:d," leaving out the
'h':'ld' caregory tbat would have
delayed decisions to a fumre year.
"But we ·don't want to resolve the
issue ar any cosr. Frankly, I don'r
rhink there's a chance this bill will go
anywhere this session,"

On the subject of specific areas,
the Montana Wilderness Association's
Cunningham said he is most unhappy
with "the failure CO provide complete
protection for the Big Hole River
watershed" in southwest Montana.
He said the lack would allow roads in
four roadless areas. Like Richard, he
deplored the lack of wilderness
protection for the Rocky Mountain
Front. The bill proposes 130,000
acres; the Wildlands Coalition had
asked for 400,000 acres.

From a distance, those who favor
and oppose wilderness tend to tote up
acreage to see whether they are
wrnrung .or losing, .But state
wilderness. situations are made up of a
multitude of small decisions, .Iand
some land is·mor~ critical than others.
The Big Hole River, for example, has
led to an alliance between ranchers
and wilderness advocates.

Rancher.Jim Welch is concerned
rhar road building and logging on rhe
headwarers of rhe Big Hole in Beaver
Narional Foresr would desrroy rhe fish
in rhe river, wildlife habirar, and the
qualiry and ·quan\ity of his irrigation

f water. So he organized a two-day
meeting on his 13,OOO-acre ranch to
bring environmentalists and ranchers
together to push for protection. The.
bill reduces the Alternative W request
of 35,000 acres ro abour 12,000 acres.

Despite the turmoil, t~e delegation
is pushing for unity. It says rhat wirh
only 50 days lefr in the session, it is
imporeant rhar rhe bill go rhrough as
submitted. Congressman WiUiams
said;, "The more changes forced on
the bill, the less likely it is co be
accepred. " Bur Williams also
acknowledged that unity is not in
sight.

The bill is nor stricdywilderness. Ir
also contains a section. designed to
slow down implemenration of A-76 in
rhe Narional Parks. A·76 would
contract out some work now done by
Park Service employees. lr has been
especially strongly resisred by Glacier
Narional Park, bur rhar park recendy
losr irs fight wirh higher officials and is
proceeding wirh rhe program.

In addirion CO the 301,000 acres of
addirions ro exisring areas, rhe bill
proposes 447,000 acres in rhe
following 13. new wilderness areas:
,Gallatin N.F. .. Lionhead, 24,500
acres, Kootenai N.F, -- Trout Creek,
12.,600 acres. Scotchman Peaks,
41,100 acres, Ten Lakes, 33,900 acres.
Lolo N.F. -- Hoodoo, 91,600 acres,
Quigg, 44,160 acres. Deerlodge and
Helena N.F.s .. Elecrric Peak, 30,700
acres.

·EdMarston
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utility power, is typical of tens of
thousands of remote settlements in
the world which rely on diesel-
powered generators for electric power.

To elaborate further, the success of
testing a remotely located PV system
has far-reaching ramifications.
especially when one thinks in terms of
the potential applications in under-
developed and Third World nations.
Me. Severance's perception of the
program, for whatever reasons, is
much too limited in scope. To the
credit of ,,11involved, dozens of foreign
visitors have traveled to the
monument specifically to observe the
system. Said one engineer at MIT ILL,
"Foreigners have snapped up our
documentation left and right."

Bridges has already served as a
model for new systems constructed
here and in Europe. The existing plans
were modified and improved upon.
Today, depending upon how the
design is altered, a similar complex
would cost berween $500,000 and $1.5
million.

Regarding expense, solar projects
constructed at the time of the Bridges
program.were not cost effective. Yet
the informarion now available did "not
exist until these programs were
completed.

Bridges was a prototype. A first.
The first of anything in any field is
expensive. The idea of "mine cost
$400" and the government wasted $4
million is redundant. There is no
rational comparison between the 2
systems. Many of the components
used at Bridges were specifically
fabricated for the project. Previously
they did not exist. Whenever possible,
MIT ILL used readily available parrs
and assembled them in an innovative
way - to save both time and money.
Another significant expense was
system design . it hadn't been done
before, Further, a major objective was
complete documentation. Hence,
additional costs were incurred by
installing monitoring and dare col-
lection equipment. Had this not been
done, the goal of gathering data for
analysis by the scientific community
would never have been achieved. Too,
one must realize, many of the
instruments installed at Bridges (like
data collection equipment) would not
be placed in a field system.

One cannot equate the cost of a
program against the vital knowledge
gained and being applied to new PV
systems. If price tags become the most
important factor in research and
development whose end result
benefits everyone, little if anything
.would be accomplished. Space does

ACTIVISTS THANKED

Dear HCN,
I'd like to take this opportunity to

thank Robert Weed, Clive Kincaid and
Grant Johnson of the Southern Utah
Wilderness Alliance for their efforts
and sacrifices as frontline defenders of
our wild lands. The violence and
attempts at intimidation against them
as reported in the June 11,1984, issue
of HCN are saddening but not
surprising. Greed, ignorance and fear
are often manifested in attacks such as
these.

As a tax-paying citizen, that is to
say part owner of our public lands, I
am grateful for the dedication and
courage of these and all conservation
activists.

Lewis McCool
Oxford, Mississippi

A SOLAR REPLY
Dear HCN,
The letter (HCN, 4/16/84) written

by Mr. Severance' degrading the
photovoltaic (PV) power system at
Natural Bridges is inaccurate, based
on emotion rather than fact, and
leaves readers with a distorted view of
the facility. Implying the system was
constructed solely for the monument's
electrical needs is incorrect.

Natural Bridges is a test site and
was selected for the experiment
following an intensive review of 63
applicants nationwide. The project
was conducted to aid solar energy
researchers in discovering the un-
known about solar energy, The system
was constructed to provide necessary
information which, prior to its
completion, was unavailable. During
the initial stages, it was decided one of
the national parks would be an ideal
representative for the stand-alone PV
system. One, of the major reasons a
park was selected centered around the
need to foster public acceptance of and
exposure to solar energy as a practical
and viable resource.

MIT ILincoln Laboratory (MIT ILL)
was engaged by the Department' of
Energy (then known as ERDA) "to
develop and evaluate a large
stand-alone PV system typical of what
might be required in a remote site."
Concerning Bridges selection for the
pilot program, E.F. Lyon of MIT/LL
stated when addressing the PV Solar
Energy Conference in West Berlin in
1979, "The park, with its diversified
mix of loads and its lack of public
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not allow for me to refute other
incorrect statements Mr. Severence
has made about the program. Having
personally spent four years writing
about the system, I seriously doubt if
Mr. Severance ever took the time to
search out and review the numerous
reports and papers written prior to and
following installation. It is my hope
that before he again writes another
letter tarnishing a worthwhile pro·
gram and affronting the dedicated
personnel involved, he first takes the
initiative to investigate the true facts
and reasons.

Jonathan A. Meyers
Albuquerque, New Mexico

A WILDERNESS CORRECTION
Dear HCN,

1 read with interest the story by
J ames Baker (HeN, 7 I 9 I 84) con-
cerning BLM wilderness policy. I
believe that the portion of the
testimony submitted by Paul Peterson
of the Colorado Open Space Council on
Colorado BLM action needs cor-
rection.

In regards to the Red Cloud Peak
Wilderness Study Area (WSA))ocated
near Lake City, Colorado, the BLM did
not determine that the development of
a proposed alunite mining project
would not cause "significant, adverse,
environmental impacts .." Prior to the
completion of the final Environmental
Assessment, a moratorium was
passed in Washington, D.C. pre-
venting federal land agencies from
any further processing of Preference
Right Lease Applications (PRLAs) in
WSAs. The Red Mountain Alunite
.proposal falls into this category and
therefor,e, 1,3.. decision 5o....ncerning the
'.'significant, adverse environmental
'impacts" was never reached . the
process was stopped mid-stream. The
BLM stated publicly that if the EA
process would have continued and that
if it was determined that no
"significant, adverse, environmental
impacts" would be caused by the
project, a complete EIS' would be
written to further analyze the project.
No EIS will be written until a final EA
has bee I) completed and given the
amount of public outcry from the Lake
Fork and Uncompahgre Valleys, there
is still a good chance that the BLM will
conclude that development of this
project will cause environmental
impacts,

Robert E. Dolan
Glenwood Springs, Colorado

Water and garbage
don't mix in Utah

The Great Salt Lake has buried a
bird refuge (HCN, 7/9 I84), soaked the
Saltair resort, and now threatens to
flood the South Davis County (Utah)
dump. The lake is inches away from
the entrance to the landfill dump, the
only place in the county to take waste ..
County officials say they can'trelocate
the dump because of lack of suitable
land. The chairman of the county's
solid waste board said, "We feel
something needs to be done about the
garbage and the need is increasing,"

Bike request denied
The Forest Service has discarded a

plan to add 66 miles of designared dirt
bike trails to the Pole Mountain area
between Cheyenne and Laramie,
Wyoming. The Laramie Dirt Bike Club
requested the new trails but after six
monrhs of analysis and public
hearings, the Forest Service decided
in favor of maintaining existing
recreational uses. The already existing
135 miles of two-track roads within the
area of the Laramie Range will remain
opcm and available for bike use.
according to Medicine Bow _National
Forest Supervisor Sonny O'Neal.
O'Neal cites erosion problems and the
effect on elk as major factors - in the
denial.

Felons are fined
The Pacific Fur and Hide Depot

Inc. and one of its executives were
convicted in May on three charges of
illegal disposal of PCB-contaminated
equipment in Pocatello, Idaho. But
when U.S. Disttict Judge Marion
Callister imposed fines in late ] une,
the convicted got off lightly. The
recycling yard manager was fined
$3000 and the company $24,000. No
jail sentences were handed down,
District Court Clerk Ron Haberman
says that both the corporation and
Knick have filed notices of appeal.

In imposing the light fines, the
judge said that the PCB problem
existed before Pacific Hide and Fur
took over the recycling operation. "I
don't think there was .a!1yreal intent to
cause anybody any harm," the judge
said. One hundred capacitors con-
raining PCBs were found, and the area
where they were stored is still leaking
contamination into the groundwater.

.0<
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FOB.••
[Continued from page 1]

- David Brower

Once FOE took the "radical
, step" of consolidating staff in
Washington, Chlopak wrote,

the merged groups would concentrate
PO a "campaign model" of coordinat-
ing research, publicity, fund raising
and lobbying. There would be three to
four campaigns a year focusing on
energy, pollution, toxics, wild places
and issues, and arms control." The
California staff would be cut from 28 to
"at least two," and grassroots
organizing would concentrate- on.

"targeted ·areas" of a given
campaign.

ChIopac.k was supported in the
redirection by a similar proposal from
Rafe Pomerance, also a former
lobbyist, who was chief executive
officer of FOE for four years before
.leaving this July l.

To many staffers who got wind of
the restrucruring proposal, the focus
seemed elitist -- a quick-and-dirty,
cut-and-run approach that wouldn't
succeed because' it didn't rest on a
local FOE presence. Worse, some said
it ignored what they saw as the major
crisis facing the organization
mismanagement by a team of former
lohbyists who believed Washington,
D.C. was the center of the world.

Connie Parrish - was a San
Francisco FOE staffer until the layoffs
earlier this month. On May 17 she
wrote that the board's push for fast
staff cuts created a "divided and·
demoralized organization." She sided
with Brower's approach, an appeal to
members for a bailout.

"Raising money from members is
not on)y a tried and true method of
fund raising, it's expected," she
explained in a "plea for. common
sense" to all employees. Other
staffers said they agreed it was
proceeding backward to make cuts
before deciding which programs and
personnel should be kept. . \

Ron Rudolph, FOE's asvistanr
executive . director based in San
Francisco, differed with Parrish.
He said the deficit had grown so large
that the board had to vote in June
against an emergency appeal, and for
staff reductions.

"FOE had to preach internally
what we preach externally," Rudolph
said. "We had to be sustainable >- not
godeeper into debt. But yo~ .?ev,erc}l~
staff without going through tremen-
-dous pain. At non-profit organizations
people are your colleagues and
friends. "

Some staffers are bitter
Three current and past staffers

at Friends of the Earth talked at
length with High Cou'!.try News
.about how the Iy.year-old environ-
mental organization found itself in
crisis. All requested anonymity to
protect the jobs they hold or hope to
. regain. BUt FOE's management has
emphasized that staffers may speak
freely so long as their statements
aren't construed to be policy. The
following is a synthesis of their views.

One theme was that FOE- is not
unique in its financial problems.
"The· Audubon Society and the
Colorado Open Space Council just
laid off staff, and the Sierra Club
tightened up earlier this year. We all
get too ambitious and then can't find
the money."

The financial problems are
aggravated by the fact that the
1970's idealism and sacrifice no
longer seem capable of carrying
organizations through the 1980s.
"Environmental organizations- have
come of ",,-e. They're no .differenr
from an;. ~';':6anL:.ationin ner--iing
fair management polici,s and
internal coordination. Why should
the grunts in the field make $10,000
to $15,000,- if they're lucky, and
managers in FOE make $30,000 to
$35,000?"

Disorganization added to resent-
ment at the stratification: "FOE
probably is less coherent than other
groups. David Brower was never an
administrator and the 27·member

board of directors is too big and too
distant. The lobbyists who took over
here had free rein."

Another theme was concern
about proposals that would
centralize FOE .in the nation's "'-
capitol. "David Brower could hold .
FOE together with his idealism and·
charisma, but lobbyists in Washing-
ton can't. FOE'has always been the
group that introduced new issues
into the movement: population,
nuclear energy and' .nuclear prolif-
eration, soft energy paths, toxic and,
industrial wastes; not just in this
country, but in the world. If we join
other environmental groups in the
specialized world of Washington,·
we'll' narrow our vision and accept a
smaller role in the movement. We
could. probably survive in that
capacity, but it is accepting less: We
might also lose. our membership-
donor base in California. "

Finally, there was anger. "One
thing about Brower, he won't wither
away. He is a giant. But he should
have realized four years ago that
new management was fundament-
ally transforming FOE from within.
It gOt away from him, and he finally
did what he had to do to tell the
members.

•'But management is "already
cutting the heart out of FOE: its
people'. If I'm bitter, it's because of
-FOE's refusal to face reality and to
repay the staff for its investment."

--B.M.

j

I

Although board chairman David
Brower argued forcefully for crisis
fundraising at the June meeting, that
approach was explicitly rejected,
Rudolph said. And Brower agreed to
chair a summer fundraising program
with funds not earmarked for staff
salaries, Rudolph added. Brower's
recollection is that he did not agree.

What the board did not know in
] une was that Brower would not give
up. He .prepared and paid for a $350
ad to go on page seven of FOE's
monthly newspaper, Not Man Apart.
The full-page ad appealed to members
to "SAVE THE TEAM!" The
accompanying letter said, "In my
view" .. there has been a serious
mistake in timing." Cutting some 30
percent of the staff would be "very
damaging" to FOE because "the
motivation behind these cuts is deeply
wrong." (See opposite page.)

Brower said analysis needed to
precede layoffs, there' were alter--
natives such as pay reductions offered

, by staff, and the membership needed
to be brought into the financial
picrure.

Rufolph said : the newspaper's
editor, Tom Turner, was on vacation
and "somehow the ad got in against
the wishes of the board. We haven't
investigated it because we're not
looking for scapegoats. "

Apress run of 30,000 was printed
in late June and Not Man Apart

. was ready for mailing when
copies were routinely dropped off at
FOE's office in San Francisco.
Rudolph said he was appalled when he

saw the secretly-inserted ad and
immediately halted the mailing.

The papers will be recycled, he
said. A few, however, are being
circulated by Brower partisans.·

Rudolph said he called Chlopack in
Washington, D.C: and they notified
board members, who arranged the
special meeting for July 2. Mailgrams
were- sent to all 27 members, some of
whom were out of the country. Brower
questions whether enough time was
legally given for the meeting; Rudolph
said the three-day notice was abided
by.

When the board met on July 2 at
9:15 A.M., Brower, known almost as
much for his stubbornness as for his
eloquence, stayed firm. He again
argued against the board's layoff
policy and he protested the legality of
the meeting.

Brower said "A conference call
went on for six hours with five
members on the phone. Only, eight
were in the room and this was not a
legal quorum. "One-third of the 27
member board makes up a quorum.
Rudolph said the board position is that
participation by conference call is'
routine and legal.

At first, Rudolph recalled, the
board pressed Brower to ' 'show
contrition" for placing the ad against
board policy. Rudolph said Brower
finally apologized to the board "for
impugning their integrity." But he
was not apologetic about trying to save
jobs at FOE. "This all took hours,"
Rudolph said.

Meanwhile, a San Francisco
Chronicle reporter appeared outside
the room at the Holiday Inn; joining
staffers and volunteers waiting for

A six-hour conference call linked board members
f, .,

tothe meeting in San Francisco "

•

The union was a symptom
Although David Brower's

defiance dominated the Friends of
the Earth board meeting on July 2,;
one other controversial topic was also
discussed: the unionization of FOE's
San Francisco office, an action related
to the restructuring of (he organi-
zation.

FOE staffers in San Francisco
joined Local 65 of the United
Autoworkers this April in an election
supervised by the National Labor
Relations Board. The election occur-
red because FOE's board had refused
to recognize the union. Robert
Chlopack, now FOE's chief executive
officer, -said the board's position was
that a union would make employee-
management relations cumbersome,
complex and time consuming.

Angela' Gennino, an associate
editor of Not Man Apart who was laid
off on July 2, has a different view. She
said the staff was surprised in March
to realize that FOE's board and
management - was reacnng in "a
typical corporate way." She said
staffers persisted because they
believed they needed a union in an .
organization "that has no personnel
policy, no pay policy, and is
completely arbitrary." In FOE, she
added, "you don't have to be an
Einstein to realize the organization is
mismanaged. "

Gennino said they were concerned
about the "slash and burn" staff cuts
they assumed were on the way and

.angry that "we never got the sense of
.direction we needed four years ago
when Rafe -Pomerance came in and
promised to deliver."

The board's refusal to recognize
the local indicated little trust between
management and the San Francisco
staff, distrust that rapidly became
institutionalized. Chlopak said that
because the staff was being advised by
a union organizer, FOE's manage-
ment had to hire a labor lawyer.

Genuine said the lawyer worked
with management to eliminate five
staffers from the bargaining unit by
reclassifying them as managers.
Several, she said, were heads of
"departments' that contained only
themselves.

She said staffers were also
dismayed at the amount of money that
FOE, which has allied itself with labor
on some issues, was willing to spend
to fight the union. "There was $10,000
budgered;" she. said, "at the same
time we were told about the need to
reduce the deficit."

Gennino said that although Brower
supported the union and opposed staff
cuts, "We realized this time heads
would roll. There were people crying
at their desks."

In early. July, five out. of the
bargaining unit were laid off. "The
only thing we could bargain on was
termination," she said.

--B.M.

"
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news. Television reporters also
arrived. A note was passed out from
the meeting, a staffer said, which
ordered employees not to talk to the
press. The note was promptly given to
the Chronif.le reporter. lr was obvious
that FOE's board and managernenr
were helpless to contain the story.

As the meeting continued. Brower
said he recapitulated the hisrorv of
FOE, which he founded in Now York
in 1969. He said he'd seen annual
deficits before. ranging from $340,000
in the early 19705 to $470,000 under
Rafe Pomerance. Some of the debt is
"soft money' made up of no interest
loans from member's .

. 'I argued we avoided cuts and
dim bed back up.' Brower recalled.
Still director of the Friends of the
Earth Foundation, he said he' d raised
$200,000 to $300.000 for the
foundation, and through the years he
supported FOE with $330,000 in
contributions and speech earnmgs.

Although former chief executive
.officer Rafe Pomerance was not at the
meeting, Brower said he saw him as
his chief opponent in the struggle
against Washington centralization
and staff cuts. '

Brower said he defined the
differences between them to the
board: "I said Pomerance 'likes to give
orders; I like to give opportunity, I
said he wants to keep his hand on the
dial; I like lots of dials. We've gor
more chiefs than Indians now and. this
organization is rapidly going down
hill. ., Pomerance is out of the country
and could not be reached for
comment.

Rudolph said rhe board, both those
present and on .rhe conference call in
New York, Kansas. Boston, Ohio and
Colorado, finally passed two motions
and pn>semed rht'ITI to Brower. The
tirsr stated that no board member
could implt:mem board poli,,-'y without
the direction of rhe board, ItS

exel'utive commirree or lhief executive
, officer. The second motion said that no
director could engage in any action
which "contradicls. undermines or
-challenges" the authority 0," di'rection
of any director ,in carrying. out board
policy.

Brower said he could not approve
either motion. "The board
asked me to 'resign and I

refused," he said. "Then they voted
me out," One board member, Jim
Murray, joined him in voting no,
Brower said,

Rudolph said rhe board did not go
imo the meeting wanting Brower to
resign. "Ir was sad and tragic. But the
board fdt it had no choico. We had a
constitutional crisis."

n

Not Man Apart,]uly-AuKust /984 (advertisement)

An Appeal from
David Brower
on the Fate of FOE

Dear Members: .

Ihave taken this ad,'eni.ement in Not M.an Aparl because I alll
very cunenned aDuut recent dn'elopments within Friend. uf

the Earth. In the past five ;urs, Iha"t' given up administrative
dutie. at FOE, and my role as chairman increasingly has heen
limited 10 chairing meeting' of the board of directors. How<:""er,
my ~dUl.,ed invulvemmf in day·f(}·day operatiun. ha,not lessened
my concern about our work.

A. reported on page 6 of this issue, FOE has begun a
planning program. for several reasons. like many other en-
vironmentaVconservation groups in the post- Watt period, we
have lo.t some memben; in the lastyeH (Ihope Idon't need to
remind you that the real Mr Watt is still there.) Our lapse in
recruiting new members haslaggravated- Our stubborn org,mi-
zational debt and has made us takea hard look at what we are
doing, what we should be doing, and who will support our
work

Overthe next few months, you the members will be asked to
join the board of directors, the staff, and our advisors in
planning the future for FOE. More eff.ctive programs will be
set up to do well what we do best. Friends of the Earth will
have new top leadership and, we hope. n.w vitality.

In mv view, however, there has been a serious mistake in
timing: At its April and May executive committee meetings.
the board of dire<:tors took some first encouraging steps in
collaborative goal-selling among board, staff. and members.
At the June 8-10 meeting of the full board, the board adopted a
string.nt summer budget proposed by the administrativl'
staff. In order to meet that budget, however, the administra-
tive staff proposed to cut approcrnetely 30 percent of our
current staff, arguing that there is no other choke financially.

Thert' is a dl'batt;' going "n about wheth"r our finanl;ial

\

Slrategy should be to raise muney or to cut staff. In my view,
the proposed cuts would be very damaging to FOE. These
cuts would precede the planning work to be undertaken this
SUmmer. Right now, Our department heads are making the
agoniling decisions about who among our r.markably dedi'
cated staff should go and who should stay after July

I think that the motivation bl!hind th,'se cuts is deeply
wrong. The administrative staff decision to make personnel
cuts assumes (I) that we have already cut other costs 'and
manag.d our programs as effectively as possible, (2) that we
have fully communicated our financial picture to our mem-
bers. (3) that w. have thoroughly explored a range of other
revenue sources, and (4) that cutting staff will not materially
affect our ability to ket'p Our members and donors. I think that
theff is a weak case for each of tht;'Se assumptions

The staft is eager to work with the board and the member-
ship in charting a new course lor the organization. They look
forward to having a nl'W and vigorous management that will
coordinate and enrich this teamwork. To cut 01/ almost one-
third of these valuable staff resources before we have deter-
mined the shape of FOE's future seems to me simply beck-
ward.

Ther.are financial alternatives to cuts, You de ...... -e to know
that a majority 0/ oor staff across the country have oller.d to
take reductions in pay of between 4.5 percent and 50 percent
between now and September 30, )9&:1. They would do this in
order to postpone whatever cuts might be necessery until tne
summer pl~nning proct;'ss is complete.

FOE is a membership organization. II you agree or disagree
with me, please let your board know. You may use thecoupon
below, or you may contact the_ directors through our office
with a more personal ~essage

01-'r current crisis involves money. If you can make a special
contribution nnW -in addition to what you had planned to
do for FOE. and for the special purpose uf kl"l;'ping th", l",,,m
together during this critical transition _WI;' would all epp-eo-
at. it tremendously

This is not the last time we will ask vou for monl'I' this H.'ar.
beca!"'sc we need your help to carrv o~t thl' prol'rams we think
you want to sup[X"t. For example, ) hop" that yuu will con-
sider a l'eneruos donation when we write to you lawr this
summer about the work of the FOE Political Action Commit·
tee. FOEPAC has an outstandin!: record of achievem"nts in
successfully working for environmentally responsible.candi-
dates, and WI! intend to make a difference in the watershed
elections this November.

"Whatever you can do later, this month is crucial. If half of
our members sent us $20 or more, we could afford to ket>p the
team togl'th~r through the rest oll984. FOE would conserve
energy resources by once again applying the human energy
that has made it uniqu('.

With hope,

David R. Brower
Chairman, Friends of the "Earth

rs. II's never too earlv (or too late) to hi!ar from members
aboot what they wan! jur FOE. If you have time now to write
about what first led you to join FOE and about your vision for
the organi.zation, _'d like to bear.

r--------------------------------,
Dear Direclors: SAVE THE TEAM! r----------~---------------------~Dear Oireetors: SAVE THE TEAM!
I understand that FOE is planning to improve its operations and
programs, As a member of _ years standing, I am alarmed that there
might be a 30 percent staff cut before consideration is given to the
future staff needs of the organization. I call on you to review all the
alternatives at the earliest possible opportunity. Staff input is vjtal in
charting FOE's future.

Beyond the level of support I have budgeted for FOE during the next
year, I have enclosed my special check for $-, for the specific
purpose of keeping staff through FOE's summer transition" i'€riod, l_~
have written my check to ~FOE ~hairman's Fund" (ortcf"'FOE Founda;
tion Chairman's Fund," because I'd like my donation to be fax deduct-
ible), and I have written "Save the Team!" on the check.

Name -'- _ Name ,---- _

Add...sss.... _Addresss- _

Send coupons to David R. Brower, Chairman, Friends of _.
the Earth, 1045 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94m. •

----------------~---------- I

Send coupons to David R, Brower, Chairman, Friends of
the Earth, 1045Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA·94m,

~ J

The ad above, which won't bo seen
in Not Matt Apart, rypifios the
audacious David Browor: ho asks FOE
mombers to save staff jobs by sonding
contributions specifically to him.

Browor has boon known as a
fightor for the 47 yoars ho has been a
conservationist. Stowatt Udall called
him tho cutting edgo's "proominem
fang," 'and writor John McPhoo made
Browor famous in tho oarly 1970s by
profiling him in tho book, Ettco"ttters
with the Archti,."UI. Browor, of course,

was tho df\lid doing batt!o with
devdopers of the land. Somo.of thoso
bartles includod crusados to savo tho
Califotnia rodwoods, to halt doarcut-
ting forosts, and to stop dams in
Dinosaur National Monumont and tho
Grand Canyon. His greatest failuro,
ho bas said, lay in' failing to fight
against the Glen Canyon Dam.

As oxocutivo director of tho Sierra
Club for 17 years, he finally ran afoul
of tho organization ovor book
publishing doficits, siting of the
Diablo Canyon nuclear reactor, and

newspapor ads against Grand Canyon
dams. The ads lost tho Sierra Club its
tax-exempt status. Two yoars ago,
however, Browor bocamo a member of
the Sierra Club's board.·

Brower was prosidenr of FOE
before stepping down in 1979 to
become board chairman. 'He ·-told a
reponer aftorwards thai he'd suffered
from "foundor's syndrome" and had
to let others havo thoir chance to run
FOE. Ir remains to be seon whether he
. can wrest control back. --B.M.

FOE'schief says Brower's approach was not working
"We have had our soul bared to

the world," said 'Robert' Chlopack on
July 11 during a tdephone imerviow
about the turmoil within Friends of the
Earth. Chlopak is' FOE's now chief
executive officer.

Although FOE will cominue ro
examine its goals and management,
Chlopack ,insisted that there was no
internal schism and no proposed
merger with Environmental Action in
Washington, D.C.

"My proposal was one of many
and was a good faith response," he
said emphatically. "Making it the
issue is a red herring.

"The only issue is that ..,Brower

wamed to call rheshors and l'dt he had
every authority to undermine the
board ... We value his ideas and we'd
love to share his vision. Bur not if he
doesn't accept the vIew that the
majority has to rule,"

Chlopack said FOE IS gOing
through the struggle of a ~Q1ature
organization to define itself, a problem
many conservation groups share. That
struggle began this spring when the
board hired a management consultant
and called for proposals from FOE
omployoos. Chlopack was a staffor
rhen, director' of FOE's first Political
Action Co.mmittee. Because of FOE's
$700,000 debt, Chlopack said, ho
agreed staff cuts were needed even

before an internal analysis could be
complctod.

Tht, David Brower approach, ho
said, "has always been to spend our
way into the future, purring all
resources into the field and trimming
around the edges." Although FOEhas
14 field offices and 20 branchos
(chapters) there has never been a
major committment to grassr00ts
work, he.said."This organization lias
never e""Xamineditself and planned our
future, "

Chlopack said tho lack of c10ar
direction to staff has resulted in over-
ambitiousness and an always optimis-
tiC budger. A-book produced by
Broworrosulted in a $200,000 dobt, he

said. and there is also a "99-yC'ar
supply" of a book on sofr enotgy
paths. FOE's soft energy paths
consultant, Amory Lovins, was laid off
in early July.

Tho Washington, D.C. modd
Chlopack proposed for FOE emorgod
out of his experience as PAC dire-ewf.
He said PAC was successful because it
targeted issues and mobilize·d vol·
u!ltec'rs in specific state and legIslative
races. He also organized town
meerings, worked with SANE on an
arms conrrol project, and earlier this
year guided FOE to its comroversial,
oarly ondersomom of Walror Mondale
for Prosident.

.. B.M.
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To its fans, the Western livestock
industry is an alchemist. turing arid,
worthless public sage lands into red
meatand a rewardingway of life. To
its foes, grazing is an anachronism --
as locust-like cattle and sheep denude
land and push out wildlife, discourage

Grazing in the West
recreation, and silt up streams and
lakes.

More than a century after the era
of the cowboy and the longhorn,
grazmg remains a national force,
dominating an area larger than the
northeastern states and serving as a
symbol of the, present administration.
President Ronald Reagan's favorite
persona is that of a rancher. And his
Secretary of Inrerior . William Clark-
became an attorney so he could afford
to be a: rancher.

This issue 'of HIgh Country News
doesn't go back to the cowboy and
longhorn era. But with the help of
Idaho writer Glenn Oakley, it goes

back fifry yeats, to the passage of the
Taylor Grazing Ace. It also attempts to

go forward in time. Oakley describes
a Taylor Grazing Act celebration at
which ranchers offer their best bet of
what the future will be like. And
Montana writer Jim Robbins spent a
week with the \Xlest's grazing guru·o a
man who thinks he ·can double the
number of cattle on a range while:
improving productivity and the
environment.

The issue is a logical sequel to
stories in the Jul), 9 HeN in which
Utah writer James Baker described
the struggle over wilderness desig-
nation for BLM lands. But the battle

for BLM lands goes beyond the
wilderness question. As a story in this
issue shows, the major conservation
pia yet on the BLM lands .has been the
Natural Resources Defense Council. It
'has been in court since 1974 seeking a
public voice in the management of
grazing lands.

Surprisingly, grazing is also an
issue on some National Parks. Yer
another story describes the effect of
grazing on Grand Teton National Park
and Glen Canyon National Recreation
Area and lise's the twenty Rocky
Mountain National Parks in which
cattle, sheep and tourists manage ro
coexist.

The Grazing Act brought order to the range
___ -ObyGlenn Oakley

The Taylor Grazing Act--50 years
old this summer-was passed in
the midst of the Depression,

when clouds of topsoil blew off the
overgrazed public lands all the way to
Washingron"D.C., and cattlemen and
sheepmen were killing each other over
the dwindling grass on the open
range.

The 1934 act brought regulation to
the Old West: gtazlng districts,
advisory boards, government-
subsidized stock ponds, reservoirs and
fences, exotic grass seedings.

The new rules weren't established
without a fight. To the persistent
Western theme of "Don't fence me
in," many cattlemen bitterly fought·
passage of the act. Bur seven decades
of free and unrestrained grazing on
the public domain in the West had led
to rampant overgrazing. What one
rancher's cattle. didn't eat, another's
would, For most ranchers, this was a

<,
high volume, low overhead business.
They harvested no hay, provided no
shelter. During hard winters cattle
and sheep starved and froze to death
by the thousands. and the fresh shoots
of spring grass were quickly nipped off
by the survivors. '"

The cowboys and cattle-drive days
of fame and film had led to neglected
and badly overforaged public land.

Congressman Ted Taylor, himself
a Colorado rancher, led the fight for
the bill which created the forerunner
of the Bureau of Land Management
_and is considered one of the most
significant conservation acts in' the
history of the United States" Its
purpose was "to stop injury to the
public grazing lands by preventing
overgrazing and soil deterioration ...
and to stabilize the livestock industry
dependent upon the public range."
The Taylor Grazing Act tried to
achieve those goals by establishing a
government agency with the express
purpose of managing an eventual 157
million acres of public lands for the
benefit of the livestock industry.

With an estimated budget of just
$150,000 a year, the Grazing Service
was to divide the public range into
grazing districts and allocate grazing
privileges on those districts. A
"reasonable" grazing fee was to be
charged and stockmen were to direct

the process rhrougb the graz'lng
district advisory boards. This manage-
ment was to be done pending "final
disposal" of the public lands. Not until
1976 -- 42 yeats later -- with the
passage of the Federal Land Policy
Management Act (FLPMA), did the
congress declare permanent owner-
ship of the lands a national policy.

The 1934 act required permittees
to have a home range headquarters, a
requirement which effectively kicked
itinerant, nomadic' herdsm~r: "off- the
public range, Nevertheless, over-
grazing remained a serious problem
with the permittees. Bur. efforts t?
reduce these herds rarely succeeded.
A recent BLM publication commem-
orating the Taylor Grazing Act's "50
years of progress" noted, "Here and
there a courageous district grazier
tried to reduce grazing use.v.In such
cases, he usually found himself under
pressure from members of -Congress
and often from his supenors I 10

\Xr ashington. "
Indeed, with the entry of the

country into World War II, pressure
mounted to increase beef production,
and ranchers actually i~creased their
herds on the .public range. The extra

cattle and sheep remained long after
the war ended. '

Rather than control the ranchers'
herds to meet the conditions of
the land. the Grazing Service

and later [he Bureau of Land
Management controlled the land to
meet the conditions of the ranchers',
During the 1950s and 60s -- a period
referred to by ranchers as the ., golden
age of range improvements" -- the
BLM sunk' millions M dollars into
converting the public lands 'into cow

/' pasture, Crested wheatgrass, a
Russian 'exotic, was and still is planted
as a crop to provide forage for
livestock. Reservoirs were builr, water
troughs established, fences coo-
sttueted, sagebrush bulldozed and
poisoned, weeds poisoned. AI" of the
practices continue under the BLM,
which still operates under the
mandate of the Taylor Grazing Act.

In recent years, however, the
BLM, which was formed in 1946 by the
merger of the Grazing Service and
General Land Office, has had its
mandate broadened by other acts.

"- Wilderness studies, the Wild Horse
and Burro Act and FLPMA itself all

direct the BLM to manage the public
lands for multiple use, rather than the
single constituency of ranchers.

Yet reducing lives cock to improve
range conditiolns remains unpopular
with the BLM. Arrorney Bill
Schroeder, who specializes in range-
lan1. law, says . 'I do not believe that
kind of administration is going to be
s-uccessful or wise. It's the moral
responsibility of the United States to
rehabilitate the public lands by the
injection of funds for re-seeding.

~ ... '~ -, >. l t • t.f!""'
fencing 'and 'so forth." .

The BLM appears to concur.
BLM Director Robert Burford,
a Grand J unction, Colorado,

rancher from the same grazing district
as Ted Taylor, says the two main
methods of improving the range are
water developments and re-seeding.
And rather than striving for a diversity
in native wild plants on the public
range, Burford is looking forward to
new strains of genetically engineered
grasses to feed livestock. "In the next
few years we'll see a dramatic
Increase 10 the forage production in
the West," he says.

•
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W'LDEKNESS. FISHIN~.
4-WHEELlNG, Z-WHEEUHG
HUNTING ...HIKING, CLIft'\&ING
PICNICKING, CAMPING, HORSE K1I>IN~.

IF ANYONE KN'OWS
WHY THIS R~CHER
ANI> 11ffS pUl!ILlC LAND
SHOULP NOT BE ,)bINED
LET THEM SPEAK NOW ...

The BLM is pressed by two factions
The Taylor Grazing Act of 1934

brought order to the range,
dividing the 175-million acre

public lands pie among rhe lives rock
grazers, with government playing the
referee. But id didn't give the public a
voice in the management of the range,
~nd it didn'tLhavethe teeth to improve
the range. A federal survey in 1975, 40
years after passage of the act, showed
that large portions of the BLM
rangeland were in poor or worse
shape, with no improvement in sight.

An -early attempt to break
industry'S control ofBLM land came
in 1972 when attorney Johanna Wald
srarted working on the grazing
problem out of the Natural Resources
Defense Council office in San
Francisco. "I spent the first two years
trying ro understand BLM range
managemenr, looking for experts, and
finding our what an. ADM (animal unit
monrh) was. We came to believe that
the BLM had obligations under the
National Environmental Policy Act to
look at site specific management of
grazing. The BLM disagreed. They
admitted the range was in poor shape.
But each year they fell further behind
in dealing with it."

Waldproved a quick learner.
In December 1974, two years after
taking on grazing, she helped win
NRDC, et aI v. Rogers C.B. Morton, et
al. The court found the BLM in
violation' of 'NEPA and ordered it to
prepare what was to become '144
individual EISs on livestock grazing
throughout its 170-million acre
rangeland. .

Even after the lawsuit, she recalls,
progress .was slow. The first EIS, for
Challis, Idaho, was inadequate from
everyon'e's point of view. "The
alternatives all called for the same
number of cows. They never looked at
the appropriateness of the land for
cattle , or cutting the cattle numbers."

Resistance, she says, continued
under the Ford Administration. which
went to court to ask for a cutback in
the EIS schedule. But, Wald says,
the judge found "that the BLM hadn't
justified delay while conditions on
public lands continued to deteri-
orate,

That decision was followed by
Congressional action. In part as a
result of NRDC' s grazing lawsuit, the
Congress passed the 1976 Federal
Land Policy and Management Act. For
the first time, it required the BLM to

..~an~g~lt?eI~.nd;under the principles
of multiple use and to retain the land
in federal ownership. FLPMA said
recreation, water production, wildlife
habitat, erosion control and other
_values counted 'in addition to grazing.

In 1978, the livestock industry got
a bill it wanted: the Public Rangelands
Improvement Act. Congress pledged
to appropriate $365 million over 20
years to improve the range, and tied
the cost of grazing to the price
cattlemen got for their beef. As a
result, cattlemen today pay $1.37 per
animal unit month, way under the cost
of private land. So industry got cheap
grazing, but it did not get range
improvement appropriations, Cong-
ress has proven stingy, .

From the conservationists' point of
view, the early Carter years were a
golden age. Wald says, "The
Bureau was trying to comply with
NEPA and' FLPMA in letter and
spirit, "

In part as a result, Wald says,
"The livestock operators were out-
raged. This led Dean Rhoades, a
rancher in Nevada and president of
the Public Lands Council, to get the
Sagebrush Rebellion going." Rhoades
is called the 'Father of the Sagebrush
Rebellion.' Wald is often referred to
as its mother.

The Bureau took notice of the
rebellion, which was an attempt to get
the Congress or the courts to transfer
BLM land to state ownership. "Even
before Watt took over, the Bureau
reacted to the Sagebrush Rebels.
They cut ,back on attempts to make
changes. I think they believed that if
there were a legislative showdown on
range, they'd lose."

The Bureau had reason for fear.
Senator James McClure (R-ID) got
Congress to limit reductions in
livestock numbers under the grazing
EISs. As a result, the EISs did not
recommend large cuts. She says,
"The average reductions from the
EISs were small. In most cases, they
were paper reductions-where ranchers
weren't running their full numbers
allowed by a permit."

With the arrival of the Reagan
Administration, the ranchers were
able to go on the offensive. Qavid
Edelson, another NRDC attorney who
handles grazing, says, ,"A year ago we
tried to challenge the whole' J;:IS
process. We wanted the original 1974
judge to issue standards fot the
srudies. But the judge said it had to be
done on a case by case' basis."

So NRDC chose -a Reno, Nevada
area EIS to take to court as a horrible
example, filing the lawsuit in January
1~4_ on the grounds- of lack of
standards. "The Reno decision called
for no reductions. It called for no
action. It said they needed to gather
more information even though they
recognized serious resource problems.
We say that when serious problems
are shown, the BLM has to take
positive steps."

That case is still active, But in
spring 1984, soon after it was filed, the
BLM issued new grazing regulations
setting up Cooperative Management

Agreements. The CMAs will give
selected ranchers 10 years to show
they can do a good job of managing-
their range allotment, Edelson said,
"In May 1984 we went into
Sacramento federal district court to
chaJlenge the regulations. \

"So far, the BLM has signed 19
CMAs. Supposedly, they want to .see
20 to 30 percent of the allotments
under CMAs." Edelson said the new
regulations shut non-ranchers out of
decisions by' giving BLM managers
the power to decide who can
participate. The regs also no longer
require grazing permits to be in step
with land use plans. "FLPMA says
land use plans must direct and control
activities," But if the land use plans
find grazing an inappropriate use,
Edelson said, the new regs do not
. require cancellation of grazing
permit.s.

Edelson sees the new regulations
as an attempt to undo the 1974 grazing

--decision. "The court in 1974 said: do
scientific analysis of range problems.
Reduce where necessary. But histor-
icaJly the BLlI;f was dominated by the
livestock industry. The decision let the
non- rancher public have a say. Since
then, the ranchers have been trying to
regain control.: CMAs are the latest
attempt to rum the clock back .••

. Wald sees NRDC's role as an
attempt to empower the BLM. "There
are a lot of fine people in the agency.
They want to manage resources. We
want them to. There are 'also a lot of
fine livestock people. but they are not
multiple use people."

Why fight so over:BLM land? "It is
true that in Iots of places BLM land is
duJl and flat. But more than half of the
wildlife has habitat on this land. More
than half of the Pacific coast. salmon
pass through the public land to spawn.
There are endangered species, on it
and important watersheds for cities
and towns .. Millions of people visit
. them to recreate." And much of this,
she continues, is threatened by the
siltation, erosion, and vegetation
destruction caused by overgrazing or
inappropriate grazing.

--Ed Marston

t ;
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At a symposium commemorating
the 50th anniversary of the
Taylor Grazing Act .. an act

which changed the face of livestock
grazing in the West .. ranchers were
told to expect even greater ~hanges in
the next 50 years. An increasingly
urbanized nation is challenging the
livestock industry' 5 use and control of
the public lands, said speakers and
panelists at a June 28 celebration in
Boise, Idaho.
Keynote speaker Robert Burford,

national director of the Bureau of Land
Management, told the rancher-
dominated audience that urban people
"greatly outnumber you, and greatly
influence the lawmakers in Wash·
mgton. -,

He cited the Wild Horse and Burro
Act as an example of urban political
control causing problems on the public
range. "Today we are spending
$150,000 a month for purchasing hay
for horses we cannot adopt or sell," he
said, adding that the killing of the
horses is not possible given the
"political rea)ities."

Bill Swan, Idaho rancher and a
member of the National Public Lands
Advisory Board, reiterated this theme,
saying, "The Lorne Greenes and the
Mariel-Hemmingways are going to get
the headlines when they testify on
public-lands issues." Actress Mariel
Hemmingway recently received
national media attention when she
testified on Idaho' s forest wilderness
bill.
Ranchers at the symposium who

were bemoaning the bygone "golden
age" of Bl.Mcfunded livestock range
improvements during the 19S0s and
60s were not encouraged to expect an
increase in funding. Said Burfor-d.
"We do have to recognize we're
facing tough budgets ... No matter

Ranchers celebrate the
past but are grim
about the future

which administration IS in control,
we're still going to have a budget
crunch. We have to learn to do more
with less."

Jack Peterson, a resource econo-
mist and director of the Idaho Mining
Association, said, "The preoccupation
with defense and social spending does
not bode well for public lands
management."

He said while management
responsibilities of the BLM increase,
budgets continue to decrease. Wilder-
ness and wildlife management will
continue to divert ,. precious dollars"
away from livestock range improve-
ments, he said. This "third parry
interest" in the public range "is not a
passing fad."

Peterson said genetic engineering
will provide the livestock industry with
improved cattle breeds and forage
grasses, but the growing competition
for non-livestock uses of the public
land will make the industry "more
challenging and perhaps more
frustrating than the past SOyears."

Speaking on the growing conflicts
over use of the public range, rancher
Swan pointed out, "Too many people
look at public lands as lands that
produce everything." He said these
lands are only public because they
were not productive enough to be
homesteaded. "Multiple use does not
mean equal use," he said, adding that
livestock grazing should be designated
the dominant use in some areas.

"We're tired of wearing the black
hat. There's no doubt that overgrazing
played its part," but "You can take all
the cows off the land and you're not
going to improve that range 'one damn
bit," Swan said. He suggested,
however. that a rancher should lose
his grazing permit if he. allows his
public range to dereriorate . Swan also

-,

criticized the Idaho Department of
Fish and Game for wildlife enhance-
.rnenr programs which conflict with
grazing. He cited the protection of
sagebrush around sage grouse
courting grounds and the protection of
curlew grasslands as examples

Sheeprnen at the conference took
an even dimmer view of the future
than cattlemen. John Faulkner, a
sheep rancher and past president of
the Idaho Woolgrowers Association
said, "The way it's going, it doesn't
look very good. I expect to see more of
my neighbors go under. Part of it has
to do with economics," he added,
"but part of it's because of things like
the BLM.'·' Faulkner said BLM
management is geared toward cattle,
and BLM fences and water troughs,
for example, are ill-suited for sheep.

"You can herd your sheep, but
you've also got to herd the agencies."

Idaho Fish and Game Director
Jerry Conley, the only non-industry
speaker at the conference, confirmed
the ranchers' worst fears. He said 60
percent of the American public favors
limited grazing on the public lands to
enhance wildlife. And he predicted" a
rise in protectionist attitudes and
non-consumprivb uses." He. specif-
ically noted that monoculrures "will
become increasingly unpepu lar.'
Current BLM range improvements
include the large-scale seeding of
crested wheatgrass -- a Russian
"import _. to produce forage for
livestock.

A recent successfulcourt challenge
over the government's use of
herbicides on the public lands was a
major topic. of concern at the
symposium. A suit filed by environ-
mentalists in Oregon 'over the
potential dangers of spraying herbi-
cides has resulted in the suspension of

Robert Burford

most herbicide use by the BLM in
Idaho. The suspension mostly affects
noxious weed control, but it also has
halted a 1300·acre sagebrush poison-
ing program planned for Owyhee
County. "I don't know what they're
thinking, " an exasperated Swan told
the audience.

According to Burford, a major
political barfle coming up in 1"985IS
"whether the grazing fee formula
continues." Under the Public Range-
land Improvement Act a review of the
grazing fee structure is required by
1985. The 1984 fee is $1.37 per animal
unit month, which equals forage to
feed a cow and calf or five sheep for
one month. The fee structure has been
criticized for· being too low. Burford
joked that ."Historically, every time
they get a new grazing fee structure,
they get a new director."

_.Glenn Oakley

Charles Callison takes aim at the Grazing Act
Charles Callison is the dean of

critics of the way the BLM manages its
265,000 square miles of grazing land
and the 2 million cattle and 2.3 million
sheep which dominate that land. Call-

"', ison says he understands" why the
cattle industry is celebrating the 50th
anniversary of the Taylor Grazing Act:

"But I can't scerhere.s any cause
for anyone else to celebrate. It never'
did work to control overgrazing be-
cause the industry took charge ·of it.
And today, with another Colorado
rancher (Bob Burford)· running the
BLM, the land is again in charge of the
ranchers. ' •

--Callison, a retired executive direc-
tor of .the National Audub~n Society
and founder of the Public Lands Insti-
tute, says that the domination of the
BLM's land by cattle and sheep is
destructive and economically unpro-
ductive. The land, he says, produces
only a tiny fraction of America's red
meat, and even that fraction requires
heavily subsidized grazing rates.

Despite the subsidies, he says,

cattle raising in. the West has "a hard
time competing. But the livestock in-
dustry has done generally well in the
rest of the country, where the land is
less arid:"

Callison says that despite its
marginal economic condition, the
Western .cattle industry is politically
powerful. "The cattlemen's associa-
tion has traditions going back genera-
dons in dealing with the Congress.
There is also the matter of money. A
lot of ranchers are well off. And they
contribute to political campaigns."

And bankers' make powerful allie •. '
"So many ranchers have borrowed
money on their BLM grazing permits
that the Western banking industry is
in the act. If the allotments were cut
back or the grazing fee went up, the
ranchers might not be able to pay on
the loans."

Bill Templeton, the career BLM
official in charge of grazing, has a
different perspective. The public lands
may produce only a fraction of the red
meat, he says, but they produce 20
percent of the nation's feeder calves

.. the animals that go to feedlots to be
fattened for slaughter. And BLM land
produces half of the nation's saleable
lambs.

"You also have to look at local
economies. It may not be important
nationally, bur cattle may be very im-
porran t to Elko I Nevada and other
small communities."
-Ternpleton says those who see cat-

. tle and sheep pushing out wildlife and
silting up streams don't understand
how times have changed. "We man-
age now for multiple use. We create

_ edge effects for a variety of wildlife. "
No longer, he says, does the BLM
strive for a vegetative monoculture
that can only support livestock.

The BLM under former Interior
Secretary James Watt was accused of
abandoning water rights on public
lands to ranchers, who then seal the
water off from wildlife. Templeton
says that is not true; that the BLM lets
ranchers file for water only if they
guarantee to provide some to wildlife.
"We're so much more sophisticated
now in making the twO uses (grazing

and wildlife) compatible. But the
public isn't aware of that yet."

Over the years, studies have
shown the public range to be .·in bad
and deteriorating shape. But Temple-
ron believes the BLM is now making
progress. "We see gradually improv-
ing trends. I was really pleased with
the 1984 rangeland study."

He also says that critics of the new
grazing regulations don't understand
them. The Cooperative Management
Agreements which give a rancher
more freedom to -manage the -public
lands don't surrender federal control,
he says. Instead, they provide flexibi-
lity and an incentive to manage better.

Templeton also maintains that
there is, no loss of public input into
grazing decisions under the new regu-
lations. The requirement for public
input, he says, has been taken out of
the regulations and put into the guide.
lines which direct BLM officials.
"That's where they belong."

··the staff



Teton Range

Cattle are also at home in the National Parks

Grazing by government permit in
the West is not confined to the
four million cattle a~d sheep_

which occupy 270,000 square miles of
BLM land. Livestock are also found on
rwenry National Park units in the
West, including Grand Teton in
Wyoming.

Grazing in National Parks is always
,~ matter :of "grandfathering"
accepting existing grazing permittees
on a temporary basis to get a park
approved. There was no grazing in
Grand Teton when it was first formed.
But when the park was expanded in
1\)50, 29 permittees running 4,300
cattle over 100 square miles' of land
suddenly found themselves dealing
with the National Park Service. Today,
nine permittees run about 1,600 cattle
on 30 square miles of park.

Don Wood, the NPS employee who
manages grazing in the SOO-square-
mile Grand Teton, said that "cattle
once grazed west of the Snake River
around Jackson Lake Lodge, Colter
Lake Campground, and other popular
visitor spots." But in 1957 tourist
complaints became intense and the
cattle were moved east of the Snake
River, away from most visitors.

According to Wood, when the
cattle -moved out, the elk moved in.
"When the cattle were there, there
had been no elk. Now a herd of 1,500
elk have come in and stabilized over
the last 17 years." Wood said
replacement of the cattle by elk was
cause and effect. "Cattle can clean off
south-side slopes, hutting big game's
winter habitat. ". In addition, he said,
the Park Service must maintain
non-native plants for the cattle,
further discouraging elk.

Under the present law, the-
remaining cattle will be gone in about
fifty years as present permittees and
their children die or sell out. Wood
doesn't think the park will miss the
grazing cattle. "I'm interested in
.seeing them out. Cattle grazing is very
disruptive. J,

The number. of permittees in
Grand Teton has declined not only
through the ·death .of permit holders,
but also because of subdividing
private land around the park on which
the permits ·were based. Wood said
that is not undiluted good news. The
subdivided ranches, he said, mean

more people around the park, which
means more pressure on the wildlife.

Most of the 20 western National
Park units with grazing follow the
pattern of Grand Teton the
legislation which established the park
allows the grazing to continue for a
limited time. And in 13of the 20 cases,
the National Park Service regulates
the-, grazing. .The ~Park Service and
BLM appear to have a satisfactory
relationship in most of the others.

But a major exception to that
cooperative pattern has created a stir
reaching to Washington, D.C. Two
thirds of the 2,OOO-square-mile Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area in
eastern Utah is used for grazing. And
according to Terri Martin of the
National Parks and Conservation
Association, there are serious clashes
between grazing and recreation.

One problem, she said, IS

presented by ra:ncher Mel Dalton of
Monticello, who runs cows on about
200 square miles of the park .. "He
wants to bulldoze four srockponds in
the Red Canyon area .- an area
managed as wilderness." A second
rancher, with an allotment across from
Wahweap Marina, the Jargest tourist
development in Glen Canyon, "wants
to blast a road across the slickrock to
provide access to part of his grazing
area." It would be visible to visitors.

In both cases, Ms. Martin said, the
BLM, which controls grazing under
the law which set up the park unit,
appears to be leaning strongly toward
the rancher and ignoring the NPS

obligation to manage for recreation.
The NPS protested the attitude of

its fellow Department of Interior
agency, but reportedly got nowhere
until teporter Philip Shabecoff wrote
about the interagency struggle in the
March 17, 1984 New York· Times.
That, -Ms. Martin said, got Interior
Secretary Clark to order BLM head
Robert Burford and NPS head Russell
Dickenson to reach a compromise.

The form that compromise will
take, after three months of negotia-
tions, is unclear. Drafts of proposed
memorandums of understanding are
circulating within the BLM and NPS
hierarchy in Washington, D.C. George
Berklacy, a spokesman for the NPS,
expressed confidence that the agree-
ment will give NPS head Dickenson
the right to block or modify certain
grazing actions.

"We have no problem with
grazing. But we have a- responsibility
for natural and cultural activities.
There are range improvement type
things such as water. ponds and
reseeding that we felt we had to have
approval rights over." Berklacy said
the memorandum of understanding
will give Dickenson the- control the
park service needs.
« But the agreement may not stop

something the NPS and the National
Park ana Conservation Association
find very objectionable -- Cooperative
Management Agreements. They give
ranchers the right to build srockponds,
fences and take other actions with a
minimum of regulation.

When a cattle herd
was moved" out of

Grand Teton,

1,500·elk moved in

BLM spokesman Charlie Most said
the agreement between the twO

agencies will ,continue to. permit
Cooperative Management Agree--'
menrs with the consent of the NPS. He
also said responsibiliry for approving
Cooperative Management Agree-
ments and generally overseeing
grazing will be vested in the local park
superintendent and local BLM district
managers. But the NPS's Berklacy
had said a major concern of the agency
was to get the approval on up to the
regional or Washington level, away
from the local superintendent who
may be subjected to local pressure. -

So far as Bill Templeton, the
BLM's chief of Rangeland Resources
. is concerned, there's not much reason
for a fuss. Templeton, based in
Washington, D.C., said each of the
seven Rocky Mountain park units on
which the BLM controls grazing is
already covered by a local agreement.

I between park superintendent and
BLM district office. The BLM and NPS
in Washington, he said, are simply
negotiating an umbrella agreement
under which' those local under-
standings will be worked out.

Templeton also said that by
definition a Cooperative Management
Agreement will only be signed if it will
not damage a park. "The agreements
require the ranchers to manage so 'that
no 'conflicts arise.'!

Nationwide, 35 park units con-
taining 2.42 million acres are grazed
by livestock, including Grand Canyon,
Point Reyes National Seashore and
"Y osemite. In the Rockies, the
following park units have grazing:
Arches, Badlands, Bent's Old Fort
National Historic Site, Bighorn
Canyon National Recreation Area
(NRA), Black Canyon of the Gunnison
National Monument, Canyonlands,
Capitol Reef, Curecanti NRA, Dino-
saur National Monument, Florissant
Fossil Beds National Monument,
Fossil Butte National Monument,
Glacier, Glen Canyon NRA, Grand
Teton, Grant-Kohrs Ranch National
Historic Site, Great Sand, Dunes
National Monumenr, John D. Rocke-
feller, Jr. Memorial Parkway, Theo-
dore Roosevelt National Park, Yellow-
stone and Zion.

."Ed Marston
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A grazing guru says
range by doubling the

Grazing in the West

Allan Savory's self-described
primary goal is to prevent North'
America, and eventually world
rangeland, from being rurned inro a
desert. Savory says the United States,
particularly the West, is a brittle
environment 'where desertification is
well underway. A brittle environment,
Savory says, is one where climatic
conditions are too severe for year
round growth, so that plants have
evolved with dormant mechanisms.

Because the recuperative powers
of plants which hibernate most of the
year is low; Savory contends they
cannot recover from livestock grazing
which is undertaken without regard to
the plant's growth cycle. Such grazing
deprives the most desirable species
of the opportunity to go to seed, or to
store food during critical periods for
the dormant season. ,As the plants
"starve", die out and. cannot
reproduce, ground cover disappears
and the 'soil is lost to erosion. I

prevent floods, to stop the silting of
dams and even to control insects. In
fact, Savory envisions a large herd of
cattle galloping across public land
someday -- solely as a tool to keep the
ecosystem healthy.

On 'the 'face of it, HRM does not
sound terribly controversial. But
Savory has kicked sand in the face of
the range science community with one
major point .. that too few cows on the
range is the most serious problem the
hind faces. He says range rest and
reducing stock numbers are the worst
kind of maltreatment of range
resources possible.

That, however, is precisely what
range scientists atld most ranchers
prescribe for ailing rangeland. The
difference between the two views is
that Savory believes the hoof action is
vital, while the traditional theories do
not recognize It as Important.

So critics have come down hard -on
HRM and even harder on Savory
himself. "What he's proposing will
not reverse any trend of desertifi-
cation," says Dr. Will Blackburn, a
professor of watershed management
at Texas A&M, in College Station,
Texas, a leading range science school.
"In fact, it could increase desertifi-
cation. These areas' are so fragile it
doesn't take long to knock the crap out
of them" if you double the stocking
rate.

Blackburn also criticized HRM's·
foundation -- the capping of soil and
the effect of hooves on the soil. .. Soils
crust for a reason," he say.s. "The
argument that the herd effect is going
to get more water into the ground,
well,' it's not going to hapen. As soon
as they (the soils) get wet they form a

'<, crust again." Blackburn says Savory is
a consultant with a gimmick who is
trying to sell his ideas by claiming
they are a panacea. Blackburn has
only one piece or praise for Savory:
"He's got a good sales pitch."

Adding fuel to the argument
between Savory and academe IS
Savory himself. He does not
respeccfully disagree with other range
professionals; he dismisses them by
saying' they have misinterpreted his
work without attending his seminars
and are criticizing their wrongheaded

version ofHRM. To gate, Savory says,
the only legitimate criticism of HRM is
that it is a complex theory which isn't
grasped immediately, and . that· it
requires intensive management.

Meanwhile, Savory believes -rhat
anyone who doesn't accept Holistic
Resource Management is contributing
to the collapse of society. Such' an
attitude has earned labels such as
"arroganr't.and "egorisrical". -. labels
he seems willing to accept. "I know
I'm a bastard," he says grinning.
"But I also know I'rn right.".

The lack of acceptance of HRM by
the livestock industry establishment is

. not surprising. It has only been
applied here since 1980 and there is no
long-term, independent scientific
analysis of land managed under the \.
method. Moreover, there have been
some unfortunate experiences. HRM
is complex, and Savory has a long list
of people who, after spending a week
in his seminar, totally misapplied the
HRM method. As a result, he spends
much of his time flying from ranch to
ranch in his plane, helping ranchers
apply his theory.

But there, are also a number of
ranchers who have now been using
HRM for the past several years. They
are beginning to see results from the
method and they are for the most parr
positive.

Steve and Jeanne Charter, cattle
ranchers in the Bull Mountains of
sou th-ce n tr a l Montana, began
applying HRM only this year on the
dry, rolling hills which characterize
their ranch. Already, Jeanne says,
they've noticed a difference in the
character of the land.

There is .no single prescription for
applying Savory's method to a ranch.
It varies with the terrain. But there are
a few general principles .. a central
water supply; the dividing of a section
of range -- called a cell .. into smaller
divisions called paddocks; and the use
of cheaper, lighter electric fence
instead of expensive barbed wire to
separate the paddocks.

In the Charter's case, they divided
their Ij-secrion cell .. a section is '640
acres -- into ten paddocks. The. pad-
docks are not uniform in size, varying
from two sections.to 400 acres apiece.
The fences radiate out fr-om a central

____ .bby J im Robbins

A tweed cap on his head to guard
against the high desert sun,
Allan Savory walks slowly

across a desolate piece of rangeland
just outside of Albuquerque, New
Mexico. Thirty people surround him,
each closely inspecting the ground and
the grass. With patches on his sweater
sleeves and a pipe in hand, Savory
could' have been sent by central
casting to play the role of a college
professor.

"What's happening here?". he
calls' out in traditional teacher to
student fashion. Scattered answers
come back. "That's right," he says.
"Erosion. The soil is capping. This
land is dying. It's being rested to-
death. I brought a group of range
people out here, and they described it
as healthy range land. But after they
took my course, they could see that it
was dying."

Allan Savory, 49, is not a college
professor. He is the guru of a new kind
of livestock grazing, a messiah of the
open range, anxious to ref the world
that many of the present 'truths' about
range management are not only wrong
and contributing to the economic
collapse of ranching, but steering the
world to the precipice of environ-
mental disaster. To back away from
the abyss, Savory says, ranchers,
farmers and range professionals had
better get religion .. quick.

The gospel Savory preaches as an
independent ranch consultant, is
Holistic Resource Management
(HRM), a method of livestock grazing.
that the former Rhodesian game
warden has developed over the past 30
years. He contends it will boost the
troubled livestock industry by allowing
ranchers to double and perhaps triple
the number of livestock they run. He
also says it will stop flooding, drought,
diminishing aquifers, soil erosion, the
silting of dams and, in the bargain,
help alleviate world hunger and the
spread of Communism.

To enter this kingdom of heaven on
earth Savory says that ranchers must
abandon the way they and their
fathers before them grazed cattle, and
instead adopt his radically different
technique.

Not surprisingly, Savory has been
treated as if his point -of origin were
Mars instead of Africa, and his theory
is often described as the product of a
demented mind. But his ideas have
also caught-the imagination of a small
number of fervent followers ,-
intelligent and respected ranchers and
range professionals -- who believe
Savory is a man of rare and compelling
vision. They have abandoned much of
what they knew about livestock
grazing in order to follow ~'i~c.ereucar
advice.

Though he makes his living as a
range consultant, Savory says his
mission in life is as an environmental-
ist. Teaching ranchers how to manage
the land, he says, is the most direct
wav to avert global environmental
disaster.

The damage is compounded by
the action of the. animals'
hooves. Savory s.aysv- cattle

which are allowed to forage contin-
uously on a large piece of ground mill
about slowly. Their hoof action, in
concert with the effect of rainfall,
cause the soil to cap, or form an
impervious surface. Then, instead of
percolating into the soil, the rain runs
off into streams and other water-
courses-rhe prime' cause of flooding.

The runoff also means that
aquifers are not adequately re-

. charged, and that water normally
stored in the upper layer of soil itself is
wicked to the surface and evaporates
in the arid' environment. Deprived of
its moisture, the soil cannot sustain'
crops through dry spells, which is why
Savory calls droughts man-made.

An ecologically sound method of
livestock grazing is critical, Savory
says, to keep the soil -- which is the
catchbasin for nearly all of our water
supplies _. from shedding water. "The
srrengrh of a nation;' Savory says, "is
that of. its natural resources, of which
water is paramount."

The. magic formula which Savory
contends will break this cycle of doom
is the "proper" action of livestock
hooves on the soil .. what he calls the

. herd effect. Instead of allowing the
cattle to wander freely on the range
\ most of the year, he says, more
intensive management is needed.

Cattle and sheep should be kept in
small divisions of the range for short
periods, and their movement should
be timed to the growth of the plant"
Savory contends that when ungulates
are crowded into a relatively small
area and moved frequently, their hoof
"ion breaks up capped soil and keeps
.able and able to absorb water. The

animals trample dead grass and other
plant litter to further stem erosion and
give the grass seed a protected bed. ...
and better chances for survival.

Such management improves
forage for cattle, but Savory says it can
also be used for other goals: to stop
the erosion of stream banks, to

Allan Savory



he can restore the
number of cattle
circle, which is the primary source of
water for the livestock.

The Charters run 400 mother cows,
plus their calve's on this 8",170 acre
cell: that is roughly twice the number
of cattle they had on this pasture
pre-Savory .

The cattle are all concentrated in
one paddock. Then, based on an
assessment of' plant conditions, they

. are rotated from paddock to paddock.
Jeannie Charter says that, because of
a lack of moisture, the cows are on a
slow rotation -- they move to a new
paddock every seven to ten days. This
results in a 60 to 90 day rotation of all
-ten paddocks. The key, she says, is
careful observation of the plants.

"The stock must leave an area
before regrowth from a grazed plant is
high enough to regrazc;" she said,
"and must not be returned to the
paddock 'until the plants have had
enough time to recover."

Charter admits the Savory
/ -method creased more work for

them. She and her husband
must be out on the ground inspecting
. the nlahts ~losely' and moving cattle.
"Moving the animals has sure been
more of a problem," she says.
"We've got to be out there every
day," Jeanne Charter said. "Heifers
with cows can be intractable, but they
are learning to move to a new paddock
in response to a whistle.

The Charters say the extra work
seems to be paying off. In just a short

time the soil condition is improving ..
it's more friable .. and seedlings are
.increasing. The couple, suffering from
" a depressed cattle market and higher
costs, are hoping for the best. Plus
they didn't feel they had a choice.
"Traditional grazmg just doesn't
seem to be working," Steve Charter
says.,.I; f the four-year experience" of

Charles Probandt, a cattle and
sheep rancher near San

Angelo, Texas, is a measure, the
improvement the Charters are seeing
is just a beginning. Probandt 'has a
2,200 acre cell divided mto 15"
paddocks. Despite a severe rwo- year
drought in this 'south Texas region,
Probandr said, HRM is working:

"The animals look better, are
performing better. When we do get a
shower the land performs better.
There js definitely a point ranchers
have been missing that Savory
brought to us. It's not easy to achieve.
But it is the best grazing technique I
know of .. and I've been involved with
almost every other kind," Probandt
said. .

'Tfiere is an 'inreresting question to
be asked about Holistic Resource
Management. Why, if it has been
condemned by leading range
scientists, and if there is no real proof
of its long-term effectiveness, has it
attracted some 800 people to Savory's
week- long intensive training seminars
at a price of $1500 per head? (That is
an average, which also allows the

Savory has competition
Allan Savory is not the only person

who knows how to improve western
rangelands. In Natrona County,
Wyoming, farmer Joe Egley says it is
a waste to keep the range in grass. In a
variation on the old "rain follows the
plow" approach, Egley claims that by
plowing ever more deeply, he can
convert grasslands to croplands and
improve fertility even as he harvests
wheat.

In a tape- recorded speech played
for a regional meeting of the National
Association of Conservation Districts,
Egley said his approach has worked
for the past rwo years. His neighbors
agree, but fear a corrung day of
reckoning. They say Egley has been
blessed by twO wet years in a row and
worry that the first dry year will see
the soil he has loosened blowing onto
their land and water and burying their"
fences.

Robert Dixon, a U.S. Department
of Agriculture soil scientist at the Arid
Lands Improvement Unit in Tucson,
Arizona, has a different approach. The
Land Imprinter he has built applies
no-till practices to range reclamation.
It IS a toothed and grooved roller
which both breaks the soil surface into
diamond-shaped depressions and
creates furrows.

Dixon says the depressions catch
and hold grass seed WhIle tile furrows

lead water into them. The depressions
also create a "sheltered, moist micro-
climate which Dixon says protects the
seedlings until they are tall enough to
survive. Their survival is aided by
something else the Imprinter does -- it
chews up existing vegetation which
collects in the depressions and acts as
mulch"

Dixon's and Savory's approach are
similar: both aim at roughening the
surface so that seed and water can
collect together in low spots. But
Dixon says Savory's use of cattle to
achieve the roughness is expensive
and far more difficult to do than with
hisrracror-pulled Imprinter.

Like Savory, Dixon has run into
controversy. He charges that the
USDA subjected him to "long periods
of harassment," including suspen-.
srons and demotion. He says the
USDA IS committed to herbicide
treatment of rangelands, rather than
to the mechanical treatment he favors.

The point of the herbicides is to kill
off competing broadleaf plants,
allowing grasses to 'thrive and spread.
But Dixon says that herbicides do not
deal with a problem both he and
Savory believe is important: soils that
are-too compacted to allo~ moisture to-
penetrate.

"-the staff

rancher's spouse and some hired help
to attend.) Why has the federal
government seen fit to pay Savory
$200,000 over two years to train
government land managers, and why
have people spent thousands of dollars
building new fences and moving cattle
to switch over to. this new style of
grazing?

A good part of the reason-is Al\an
Savory himself, He is> obviously
intelligent" and his logic, when
~xplaining the intricate concept, ts
nearly impeccable ".He has a strong,
often cynical,. sense 'of humor, a
handsome, ruddy face prone to wide
grins, and a gift for oratory .- traits
which add up to charisma. Savory also
has an exotic appeal: a British accent,
a fund of stories about his African
experiences, and a trace of the old
military deportment, a remnant of his
days in the Rhodesian military.

Savory's past contained little to
indicate that he would one day end up
lecturing people with pointed boots
and wide-brimmed hats in the
American West on how they should be
grazing their cattle, In fact, if someone
had suggested to Savory twenry years
ago that he would someday spend his
life with cattle, he would not have
been pleased.

"I hated cattle," he told a group of
ranchers during one of- his seminars in
Albuquerque. "I would have shot
every damn cow, and their owners if
they resisted, because of what they
were doing to the land." Fortunately
for the livestock owners, Savory found
that the cattle were not the problem,
but how they were grazed. "I
discovered that cattle could be used to
build the land back up."

Savory's discovery came during a
long and seemingly incongrous set of
circumstances, which included a
tenure as a major in the white
Rhodesian military during that
country's civil war with black
insurgents. At the war's beginning,
Savory was a game ranger, patrolling
his country's wildlands and respons-
ible for such things as killing
man- eating tigers and tracking :
poachers. Savory said this was also a
time when his conservation ethic was
crystallized as he observed firsthand
what progress was doing to Africa's
wildlife and wildlands.

As the conflict widened, Savory's
tracking skill helped draw him into
service. He eventually commanded a
unit trained to combat black guerrillas
on their own terms. It was while
spending days tracking these guer·
rillas that Savory' made the break-
through which led to HRM. "I would
track on land that had been grazed by
Europeans," he said, "and three
hours later I would fly to and track on
land that had been grazed by
natives.' ,

Because of the radical juxta-
position of the two kinds of livestock
management, and the fact that he was
paying such close attention to the
ground, Savory noticed a profound
differenc~ in the condition of the sDil
and vegetation. The European sryIe
was similar to our own .. it allowed the

cattle to forage continuously. But the
natives herded their cattle across the
range, a" technique which kept the
range in better shape.

Savory deduced that the native
cattle" were behaving more like herds
of _wild ungulates and therefore
approximating a tradirional role in the
,ecosystem. This led him to reason that
the vast herds of bison _ which
wandered "the plains "of. North
America, or the herds of impala in
Rhodesia, were an integral part of the
natural systems now missing from the
rangeland. To restore health to" the
ecosystem, . he reasoned, it is
necessary to restore the missing
component: the action of the animal's
hooves on the soil.

As the civil war continued to
wrench Rhodesia, Savory said
he began to have compunctions

about the politics of oppression he was
actively supporting. During this time
he was elected to parliament, even
though he had secretely come to
oppose the war. Eventually he crossed
the floor of parliament- to oppose Ian
Smith, leader of the white minority
government; at the same time he
reaig ned his romrrnssron m the
military.

As a· United Nations sanction
against Rhodesia had its effect and the
Smith regime began to crumble,
Savory was denounced as a traitor. In
1975 he fled the country. Rhodesia
eventually lost the war, and became
the black-ruled nation of Zimbabwe.
'Because of ItS dominance as a
world-wide leader in .resource rech-
nology, Savory moved his consulting
business to the United States, and now
lives in Albuquerque, New Mexico. It
is from here that he believes he can
best influence world resource policy,

Savory does not think small. He
believes that the spread of com-
munism begins among people who are
hungry. By improving the production
of an agricultural product as basic as
livestock, he says, and reversing a
declining environment, political
instability can be 'stemmed.

To further his goals, Savory has
JUSt formed the non-profit Center for
Holistic Resource Management, based
in Albuquerque. It is his plan to use
the center to spread the word about
Holistic Resource" Managernent jo the
world by conducting research, by
training land managers, and by
setting standards against which the
practice of HRM the world over can be
measured.

He expresses confidence that some
day HRM will be the norm. "It will
come about slowly," he says, "b~t 'it
will be accepted. Someday you will not
be able to find anyone who" ever
opposed it, for the same reason It
would be difficult to find "people in
Germany who will admit to ever
having been a Nazi,"

o
Jim Robbins is a freelance writer

based 10 Helena, Montana. This
article was made possible by the High
Country News Research Fund.
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RDlCI). In praise of John Seiberling
When the history of the late 20th "century is

written sometime· in the 21st century I Ohio
Congressman John Seiberling, J r. will go down as
Doe of its visionaries.

Whether he is a major figure or a minor figure
in those histories remains to be seen. None of us
now have the vision to tell whether the drive for
wilderness will turn out to be a major historic
event. It could be that the nation, after moving
toward more and more wilderness over the past
decades, will decide that the experiment was not a
good one, and will return to the roading and
development of our remnants of undeveloped
land.

But it is far more likely that today's wilderness
movement _will be viewed with extraordinary
gratitude decades from now, with Seiberling seen
as a legislative -Horario , working with
on-the-ground people of foresight to defend large
chunks of the West.

Those who lack Seiberling's foresight and faith
in a different future would continue with business
as usual -- they would build roads into every area,
would increase the siltation of streams and rivers,
would cut the last surviving climax forests. would
drag drill rigs and motorized campers into each
nook and cranny of the forest. They are a pan of'
America that says we can only survive by feeding

the cancer ot voracious growth and the instability
it produces, With a piercing lack of logic, those
who oppose wilderness say that having roaded and
developed 95 percent of America isn't enough,
Despite those bulldozing and paving prodigies,
they claim, America is in perilous shape -- it can
only survive by roading and developing the last
five percent.

This determination to leave no tree uncut, no
forest section unroaded, no geologic: formation
undrilled is difficult to change because it requires
vision. It requires people to imagine a way of life
still struggling to be born, An ally of that struggle,
a driving force behind ,hat struggle, is today's
economy, We live in a time when the political
arena pretends to put faith in the logic arid
rationality of the impersonal economic machine.
Yet in the case of the use of the West's land, those
who claim to be most conservative. are most deaf to
what the broad economy « as opposed to special
interests -- are telling us,

The broad economy is telling us in mining,
cattle raising, electric power production, and
logging that nonrenewable activities are in
decline, The marketplace is clamoring fat
renewable economic activities characterized in the
W,est by all sorts of outdoor recreation such as
hunting, rafting, birdwarching , camping and

...BE OF GOOD CHEER
The Carter Administration's "Global

2000" report, issued in 1980, predicted a
gloomy future for a crowded, polluted
world. That forecast has been "refuted by
the Heritage Foundation, a conservative
W.ashington-based think tank that" has
published the last works of futurist
Herman Kahn, who died a year ago.
Kahn predicted that the world in 2000
would be ecologically stable, less crowded
and less polluted. "People will address
problems with muscle and mind, and will
probably overcome," wrote, Kahn in The
Resourceful Earth, the posthumous
answer to "Global 2000" Kah~ cited a
drop in birth rates in less-developed
counrrres , an improvement III food
supply, and ,. a drop in pollution in
industrialized countries to paint his more-
cheerfu.1 picture.

USGS YEARBOOK FOR SALE
The Geological Survey's 1983 year-

book is now available to the' public. The
120-page book covers recent - USGS
research in earth sciences, including the
agency's look at the mineral, oil, and gas
potencial of wilderness lands in western
states. Other essays deal with the
flooding of 1982·83, hazardous waste
disposal and the nation's water, and the
mapping of the country. The yearbook
costs S~. ~oand may be ordered from the
Eastern Distribution Branch, USGS, 604
South Pickett Sr.. Alexandria, VA 22304.
Orders must include . check or money
order payable to the Department of
'Interior -- USGS and must specify "1983
yearbook." -

ADOPTA-BLM·WILDERNESS
An ambitious Adopt a Wilderness

Study Area program can now match you
up with a Bureau of Land Management
acreage. The program is spearheaded by
the Sierra Club and the National
Wilderness Society and is available in
eleven western stares. Contact your local
chapter of the Sierra Club or Chris
Yoder, P.O. Box 5)2, Boise, Idaho 83701
(208/375-7408), or Bruce Boccard, 585
Allison, Ashland, Oregon 97520 (503/488-
7363),

RILEY RIDGE PIPELINE
July 24 is the dare of yet another

public meeting on Exxon's Riley Ridge
project in western Wyoming -- this time
concerning the route of a 40-mile pipeline
to carry gases laden with poisonous
hydrogen sulfide .. Proposed and altern a-"
rive 'loutes for the pipeline, from
wellfie1ds near Big Piney south to the

. planned gas processing plant· near
Kemmerer, will be discussed. The
meeting will be at the La Barge
Elemen!.ary School at 7 pm.

OVERTHRUST BELT DRILLSITE
Getty Oil Company wants to drill an

exploratory oil and gas well in the Little
Indian Creek area of Wyoming's Bridger-
Teton National Forest. The oil company
proposes to build 1.25 miles of new road
to the drillsite, located between the towns
of Cokeville and La Barge. An Environ-
mental Assessment of the project
proposal IS available for review' at rhe
Kemmerer District Ranger's Office or
from the BLM Division of Mineral
Resources Office in Rock Springs,
Wyoming. Getty plans to start-work this
summer.

RIVER GUIDE
A new book called The Floaters Guide

to Coioraao by Doug Wheat provides
extensive maps and commentary on the
floatable rivers of Colorado, following
many of them past stare boundaries into
Wyoming and Utah, It contains
information on permits, campsites and
regulations as well as 'bus of history,
geology, and local lore about the rivers
and their basins. It is available from
bookstores for $9~95 or for an extra $ I:QO
'shipping fee from Falcon Press , Box 279,
Billings, MT 59103.

RECREATION CONFERENCE
A conference on outdoor recreation

and college outdoor programs will be held
November }·3 at Montana State
University in Bozeman. The gathering is
open!.o those who work professionally in
outdoor programs and those who wane to

get into the 'field.
The conference will delve inca

financing outdoor programs; integrating
handicapped people into existing pro-
grams, and risk and hazard management.
Write to: National Conference on Outdoor.
Recreation, clo Montana State Outdoor
Program, Student Union, Montana State
University, Bozeman, MT 59717.

'BLM ADVISORY COUNCIL bPENINGS
The Utah branch of the Bureau of

Land Management is calling for
nominations to the Bureau's five district
advisory councils. Council members are
appointed by the Secretary of-the Interior
to advise the BLM on policies and
activities within their districts, and they
serve three-year terms. The five district
councils are Salt Lake, Richfield, Vernal,
Cedar City and Moab. For more
information, write the ELM District
Managers: Salt Lake District, Frank
Snell, 2370 South 2300 West, Salt Lake
City, VI 841.19; Richfield District, Donald
Pendleton, UO East 900 North, Richfield',
UT 84701; Vernal District, Lloyd
F'erguson, 170 Souih 500 East, Vernal, UT
84078; Cedar City District, Morgan
Jensen, 1'79 North Main, Cedar City, UT
84720; Moab District, Gene Nodine, 82
East Dogwood, Moab, UT 84H2.

hiking while it reduces its demand for energy,
metals, red meat, and the like, .

The.decline in demand for nonrenewable goods
creates a vacuum into which an economy
based on conservation can grow. But the plight of
mining, logging and livestock grazing, combined
with their political power, creates an incentive to
do things badly: to build roads that shouldn't be
built tohaul out logs that shouldn't be cut; to graze
cattle on land that should be left for elk and deer;
to drill oil '!,ndgas wells on land which has far more
value for recreation. .

We always reserve the right to be wrong. It
could be that fifrv years from now the wilderness
movement will be seen as a dead end; that it won't
be viewed with the gratitude we today view the
formation of the Yellows tones and Grand Canyons,

But we also reserve the right to be right, We
fully expect to.someday say to those now in the
Forest Service and BLM, and to those who are
pushing the agencies along destructive,
uneconomic roads, that they lacked vision,
courage, or both. We will point out that it took
dedicated people on the ground in the West with
the help of John Seiberling in Washington to-
prevent them from scarfing down in a gluttonous
moment America's last seed corn.

I
-EdMarston

WYOMING GEOW'GICAL
BIBLIOGRAPHY

The Geological Survey of Wyoming
has published a bibliography of geological
information about the state covering the
years 1960-1969· The bibHography
includes stare and federal government
publications, articles In professional
journals, thesis work and other related
listings. The bibliography, published as
Bulletin 64 of the Wyoming Geological
Survey, is available from -uhe WGS,

'Box 3008, University Sretion , Laramie,
WY 82071 or call 307/766-2286,

COMMENT WANTED
The U.5'. Fish and Wildlife Service has

identified more than 1,000 species of
insects, clams and worms fo'r their first
invertebrate threatened and endangered
species list: Send public comments on the
list to John L. Spinks, Office of
Endangered Species, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, Washingcon, D.C. 2024(1
(703/23l-2771),

COAL GASIFICATION MEETING
The Tenth Annual Underground Coal

Gasification Symposium is coming up
next month in Morgantown, West
Virginia. Talks and dem~nstrations based
on modeling and laboratory work as well
as drilling" and field work will address
environmental, geological and insrru-
mentation aspects of coal. gasification.
The dares are August ~12-15 and rhe
conference is sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Energy and the Morgantown
Energy Technology Cenrer . For more
information contact Bernadette Ervin,
METC, P. O. Box BBO, 3610 Collins Ferry
Road, Morgantown, WV 26'0~".

CHICANO ARTS MAGAZINE
Chismearte Magazine, .a recently

founded journal of Chicano art and
literature, is seeking new. readers. For $9,
subscribers will get the Wimer 198~
issue, "Protesta/Protest,". and the
Summer 19B5 issue, "Chicanosl
Indigenas/Latinos: Multi-Lingual
Americas."· Write Chismearte
Magazine, 8-49 South Broadway, Suite
674, Los Angeles, CA 90014 or call
213/622-1411.

POLLUTION REPORT
A report by [he Office of Technology

Assessment considers acid rain, ozone,
and particulates a danger to resources
nationwide. The report discusses the
impact -of pollutants on health, regional
economies and environments, the costs of
cleanups, the alternatives, and the
question: who's to pay? The report can be
ordered by asking for Stock no, 052-003·
00956-1, U.S. Government. printing
Office', Superintende~t of Documents,
Washington, D.C. 20402.

.NA TIONAL PARK ART SHOW
Proceeds from an art show in Rocky

Mountain National Park will go coward
the purchase of 40 acres of private land
within rhe park boundaries. The show,
"Rocky Mountain Images," will be held
July 28 and 29 at Park Headquarters near
Estes Park, Colorado. The arcdisplayed
will include painting and sculpture
depicting the past and present in the
Rockies. For more information, call
303/l86·2371.

. CHRONICLES OF COLORADO
The just-published Chronicles of

Colorado gives readers a raste of eleven
writers whose experiences of the West
have become famous. There are excerpts
from The Oregon Trail (1846) by Francis
Parkman, A Colorado Bear Hunt, (1905)
by Theodore Roosevelt, and the
wonderful Snow-Blinded on the Summit
(1920) by Enos Mills. Mark Twain, Helen
Hunt Jackson, and Walt Whitman are
also represented 'in this well-illustrated
book. Chronicles costs $D and 1S

published m hardcover by Roberts
Rinehart, Inc" Box 3161, Boulder, CO
80303.

POWERING EXXON
Two power companies are vying

for the privilege of supplying power to
Exxon's new gas sweetening plant in
western Wyoming's Lincoln County. Utah
Power and Light has traditionally
supplied all power to Lincoln County, but
Pacific Power and Light'S Dick Ebbert
says that Exxon has asked his company to
provide power to the new planr from the
company's Sweetwater Coumy facilities.
The Public Service- Commission of
Wyoming will hold a hearing to settle the
debate on July 31 at 9 A.M. in
Cheyenne's Capital Hill Building.


